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Aircraft Engine Performance Improvements Using Multistage Compressors with
Actively Controlled Stall Lines
Abstract
Recent experiments have demonstrated that a compressor stall line may be
suppressed by active control schemes. The instability suppression results in a higher stall
line by reducing the stalling flow coefficient of the compressor stage characteristic. This
study examined potential applications of this technology to aircraft engines having
multistaged axial-flow compressors. The primary focus of the analysis was to implement
active stability control as a retrofit or upgrade to an existing engine configuration.
Specifically, the effect of active control providing assumed levels of 5% and 20%
additional stability margin on a baseline low bypass ratio, afterburning turbofan engine has
been evaluated. The additional stall margin was applied in two ways: first, compressor
component efficiency was optimized at the expense of stability margin; second, both fan
and high pressure compressor pressure ratios were increased. In both cases, overall stall
margin otherwise sacrificed was provided by active control.
On a component level, optimizing the core compressor variable stators improved
efficiency by .5% to 1.0% for rotor speeds in the typical range of operation. The
corresponding decrease in stall margin ranged from -4.0% to -5.0%.
On an engine system level, the effect of higher pressure ratio operation depended
on the engine power setting and flight condition. When active control provided 5%
additional stall margin, significant performance benefits (particularly cruise specific fuel
consumption (SFC)) were achieved. Along a 35,000 ft/.85 MN cruise operating line, for
example, a 5% higher core operating line improved SFC by -.74% to -.82%. Installed
SFC would improve further because the accompanying increase in engine inlet flow at
these conditions would decrease the aircraft spillage drag.
At high power, a design point cycle study indicated that higher cycle pressure
ratios caused both performance benefits and penalties. The penalties may only be
eliminated if additional engine configuration changes are also made. Improving SFC at
constant thrust or improving thrust at constant SFC, for example, would require lower
levels of design bypass ratio.
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At high power operation throughout the flight envelope, the effect of higher
pressure ratios depended on the region of the flight envelope and whether the fan or
compressor was actively controlled. For the engine studied, three distinct regions of
operation occurred. At intermediate rated power (IRP), as core compressor pressure ratio
was raised 5%, the effect on thrust in each region was: -1.5% to -2.5% (fan stall margin
limited region, characterized by low Mach number/ high altitude operation); 0.0% to -.5%
(turbine inlet temperature limited region); and -2.0% to -7.7% (compressor discharge
temperature limited region, characterized by high Mach number operation). At maximum
afterburner operation, the effect on thrust was: -.6% to -1.55% (fan stall limited region);
+.1% to +.8% (T41 limited region); and -1.2% to -4.3 % (compressor discharge
temperature limited).
At high power, increased fan pressure ratios affected the fan stall limited region
only. IRP thrust in this region improved up to 8.0%; maximum afterburner thrust
increased up to 5.4%.
For the engine configuration studied, available stall margin above 5% could not be
used by raising either the fan or compressor pressure ratios due to the presence of other
cycle limits. Further increases in fan pressure ratio were restricted by minimum bypass
ratio and/or minimum exhaust nozzle area constraints. Further increases in core
compressor pressure ratios also resulted in significant thrust losses due to extended
regions where operation was limited by compressor discharge temperature.
For active control stall margin contributions above 5%, preliminary design
applications would achieve larger benefits than existing configurations. During the
developmental phase, the design may be tailored to maximize the benefits of the available
stall margin.
Thesis Supervisor: Alan H. Epstein
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Thesis Reader: David Gordon Wilson
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Active control is a general term which describes the use of feedback logic to
achieve a desired operating condition. Sensors monitor the magnitude of an appropriately
selected physical parameter. As required, signals are sent to an actuator which drives the
system to the desired operating condition. An example in turbofan engines is using fuel
flow to control fan speed. A sensor monitors the rotor speed; as the speed deviates from
the desired value, more or less fuel is added.
With the development of high response electronics, the application of advanced
control schemes toward actively suppressing stall was initiated by Epstein, et. al. in the
1980's (reference 1-1). For compressors with actively controlled stall lines, sensors
monitor the unsteady flow oscillations characteristic of an impending stall- precursors
which would otherwise increase in magnitude and cause surge or rotating stall (reference
1-1, 1-2). Actuators modify the dynamic response of the unsteady flow by applying
perturbations which dampen the oscillations and suppress its growth. Among the
actuators studied include throttle valves, bleed valves, fuel flow modulation, and high
frequency inlet guide vane manipulation. Selection of appropriate actuator/sensor
combinations are discussed in reference 1-3.
This study is motivated by the need to quantify how gains in compressor stall
margin may be exploited in an engine system. Because of the existence of other design
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constraints such as peak pressures and temperatures, the full benefits of increased stall
margin are not readily apparent. In addition, there are subtle, but important, advantages
and disadvantages to the various approaches to applying the added stall margin in the
design process.
The primary focus of the analysis was to implement active stability control as a
retrofit or upgrade to an existing engine configuration. For this study, a level of additional
stall margin provided by active control has been assumed. To cover a range of benefits
that may eventually be realized, 5% and 20% stall margin gains have been examined. The
study made no assumption regarding the specific method of active control utilized-
whether it be inlet guide vane manipulation, flow injection, etc. In addition, potential
compressor efficiency losses and/or gains due to the control actuators were assumed
negligible.
Chapter 2 further elaborates upon previous advanced stall control applications on
aircraft engines. Included are stall avoidance methodologies which use advanced control
schemes to improve detection and avoidance of aerodynamic instabilities. Active stall
control incorporates a different philosophy: the aerodynamic instability line is not only
avoided, but also suppressed. The result is an extended region of safe operation.
Chapter 3 outlines the analytical models used in this study. For the compressor,
the application of component performance maps is reviewed. For the engine cycle, the
cycle design point program and the more elaborate thermodynamic cycle deck are
introduced. The differences between these cycle models are summarized.
This thesis investigated how active control offers performance benefits on two
levels. First, on a component level, Chapter 4 examines potential improvements in
compressor aerodynamic performance. With active control schemes, the required overall
stall margin is provided by two sources: "conventional stall margin" provided by current
compressor design techniques; and "control stall margin" provided by actively suppressing
stall initiation. Because control stall margin is available, the aerodynamicist may design to
15
lower conventional stall margin goals and improve pressure rise, flow, and/or efficiency.
The stall margin otherwise sacrificed is provided by active control. Hence, compressor
efficiency is improved while maintaining the same net stall line. This component level
analysis focused on tuning variable stator settings to improve efficiency while lowering
the conventional stall margin.
On an engine system level, both cycle design point and cycle off design studies
were conducted to assess the impact of using active control to raise fan and compressor
pressure ratios. The design point analysis, discussed in Chapter 5, was made to identify
the various cycle trends which occur with the higher pressure ratio operation. The off
design analysis models a baseline, low bypass ratio afterburning turbofan to quantify the
engine performance changes due to both higher compressor pressure ratios (Chapter 6)
and efficiencies (Chapter 7). In doing so, engine performance improvements throughout
the flight envelope and at both high power and part power conditions have been
quantified.
A consequence of this research was that several additional applications of actively
controlled compressors were identified. However, addressing these additional topics was
beyond the scope of this study. These topics are suggested as areas of future research in
Chapter 8.
Chapter 9 summarizes the conclusions of this study. In short, the largest
improvements in high power afterburning thrust were achieved when active control
permitted higher pressure ratios across both the fan and core compressor. Further,
significant subsonic cruise fuel consumption benefits were realized. However, the use of
active control to tune variable stators for best efficiency can only be justified if done in
conjunction with the higher pressure ratio application. By itself, the performance
improvement of optimizing the variable stators on a baseline engine design were not
enough to warrant the use of active control.
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The presence of other cycle limits (such as turbine temperatures, compressor
temperatures and bypass ratio) prevented the best optimization of the additional stall
margin on the baseline engine configuration. Greater performance benefits would be
realized if active control is implemented during the preliminary design phase of the engine.
17
Chapter 2: Background
2.1 Introduction
Currently, compressor operating lines are positioned to maximize performance
while satisfying cycle design constraints. One important limit is stall margin; i.e., the
maximum allowable operating pressure ratio relative to the stall pressure ratio. This
chapter reviews the phenomena of compressor stall and the traditional means used to
avoid this situation. In addition, various applications of advanced control methods are
discussed. A summary of recent analytical and experimental active control studies is also
included.
2.2 Compressor Instability Phenomena
A compressor in aerodynamic instability may manifest itself in two ways: surge
stall which is characterized by one dimensional, axisymmetric, axial oscillations; and
rotating stall which is a localized instability characterized by circumferential flow
oscillations. Both forms are unacceptable in terms of aerothermal performance and
structural integrity. Stall will manifest itself as either surge or rotating stall based on the
coupled dynamics of the compressor/combustor system (reference 2-1).
Although several analytical models have been developed to predict the stalling
point, commonly used methods are the empirical correlations developed by Lieblein
18
(reference 2-2) and Koch (reference 2-3). The former method correlates the stall point of
a stage to a limiting diffusion factor (D Factor). The D Factor is a function of the
aerodynamic velocity triangles and the stage solidity and is related to the blade boundary
layer thickness. The latter method applies two dimensional diffuser correlations to
determine the stalling static pressure rise capability of compressor stages. Both methods
predict that stall occurs due to a limiting stage. The potential stabilizing influence of
adjacent stages (reference 2-4) is not modelled directly. Other models attempt to account
for this effect by modelling the overall compression system dynamics to determine when
stall occurs (reference 2-5, 2-6). Even with these different models, however, extensive
stall line testing is required to verify new compressor designs.
For multistage compressors, the overall stall line shown in Figure 2-1 is influenced
by how the enthalpy rise is distributed, or stacked, across the stages. Applying the stage
limiting stall criteria conceptually demonstrates how stage matching affects stall line
position in a multistage compressor. The overall stall line is limited by the stage(s) having
the least stall margin (reference 2-7). In general, at high rotor speeds, the rear stages are
stall limiting; at low speeds, the front stages are limiting. Hence, optimizing the stall line at
high speeds negatively impacts low speed stall margin, and vice versa. As a result,
depending on how the aerodynamicist ultimately designs the work distribution among the
individual stages, the stall line may exhibit a knee, or pinch point. This characteristic is
indicated on a compressor map by the abrupt change in the slope of the stall line (see
Figure 2-2).
To maximize the stable operating region, several traditional compressor design
options are available. These options include judicious selection of the aerodynamic
design point (reference 2-9); low aspect ratio blades and high solidity designs (references
2-10, 2-11, 2-12); low tip clearances; casing treatment; optimized velocity triangles; and
stage matching (references 2-4, 2-7).
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The compressor design point is often at pressure ratios well above the intended
range of operation (reference 2-7). This design trade is characteristic of highly loaded
stage designs in which a high priority is placed on minimizing the number of stages and the
weight of the compressor. To achieve the required stall margin if the design point is
placed in the region of operation, the loading on each stage would have to be reduced.
Hence, to operate at the same required overall cycle pressure ratio, more stages would be
required.
Unlike industrial gas turbine applications, an aircraft engine compressor must
maximize performance over a range of operating speeds. Because of the increase in
pressure ratio with succeeding stages, the stage inlet density is higher than the inlet density
of the preceding stage. In reference 2-7, Stone further elaborates on the cause of stage
mismatching in a multistage compressor. Stone describes a simple model which indicates
that rear stages tend to be stall limiting above design speed and front stages tend to be stall
limiting below design speed.
To avoid the stall line knee (Figure 2-2), three different approaches have
historically been used. First, interstage bleed valves were often required to unload the
front stages and prevent premature stalls. Second, dual spool designs improved stall
margin by unloading stall limiting front stages by running them to a slower rotor speed.
Finally, variable stators were used to allow the compressor to achieve the higher stall line
without the performance penalty associated with bleeding air or the mechanical complexity
of the dual rotor configuration. The variable stators essentially modify the velocity
triangles at low power to alleviate the stage mismatch dilemma.
The use of variable stators provides more off design stall margin rd potentially
greater efficiency than compressors without any variable geometry. However, although
efficiency is improved relative to the fixed geometry compressor, the maximum potential
efficiency is often not realized; the variable stator angles are defined to satisfy stall margin
requirements and not to optimize efficiency. This topic is further explored in Chapter 4.
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2.3 Stability Audit
Once the stall line has been established, the maximum operating pressure is
dictated by stall margin requirements. The magnitude of this limit is determined
analytically by superposition of the various elements which degrade stability. Among the
various factors include:
· engine deterioration- for example, as component efficiencies decrease,
operating lines rise to hold performance.
· engine-to-engine manufacturing variation-stall lines and operating lines are
representative of statistically average compressor performance;
· transient operation- acceleration of the compressor rotor requires unbalanced
torque between the compressor and the turbine;
· tip clearances - leakage across the tip from the blade pressure side to suction
side generates blockage and increased end wall loading.
· inlet distortion- non uniform pressure and velocity profiles cause extreme
local incidence angles.
As indicated by Figure 2-3, these factors influence the operating line, the stall line,
or both. To assure stall free operation, the stall margin stack is based on worst case
scenarios. Hence, the stack includes the effects of statistical uncertainty as well as
maximum inlet distortion levels.
22
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Figure 2-3: Stability Audit (reference 3-1)
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Distortion effects often contribute significantly to the stall margin requirement,
especially for high performance military fighters. High angle of attack operation and
other intricate flight maneuvers cause inlet flow separation which results in non-uniform
inlet flow. The spatial differences (circumferential and/ or radial distortion) in velocity
and pressure cause sections of the blading within a stage to operate at lower flow
coefficients and hence points along the stage characteristic closer to stall. To minimize
inlet distortion, proper engine/aircraft integration requires that the inlet be sized to avoid
or minimize inlet flow separation during these maneuvers. As such, the minimum inlet size
is often not dictated by the maximum engine airflow condition, but instead by the size
resulting in the maximum acceptable level of flow distortion. Thus, the distortion
tolerance of the engine has a direct effect on the size and weight of the aircraft.
2.4 Advanced Control Technologies
2.4.1 Stall Avoidance
The use of advanced control systems on aircraft engines has been investigated as a
means to remove unnecessary conservatism from the stability stack. Several approaches
have been studied to apply controls technology to improve engine performance.
Previous efforts have focused on exploiting situations in which less compressor
stall margin was required. These stall avoidance methods use sophisticated control logic
to add flexibility to the engine control schedules. During non-stall limiting scenarios, real-
time control inputs tune baseline schedules which had been designed for worst case stall
situations. For example, one phase of the Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control
(HIDEC) program tested an Adaptive Engine Control Systems (ADECS) on an F-15
aircraft (reference 2-13). The control system actuated the variable area exhaust nozzle to
increase fan pressure ratio when excess stall margin was available due to the absence of
inlet distortion. The up trim was based on inlet distortion correlated as a function of
aircraft angle of attack, sideslip angle, Mach number and corrected fan flow. Flight testing
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resulted in a maximum increase in intermediate rated thrust of +12% (25,000 ft/.6 MN).
Other improvements to performance included the rate of climb, the time to climb, and the
flight acceleration.
Follow up studies included performance seeking control algorithms which
optimized control schedules to achieve optimum values of thrust, fuel burn, or turbine
temperature based on actual engine operating conditions (reference 2-14, 2-15, 2-16).
Flight testing resulted in up to 15% increases in thrust; reducing low pressure turbine inlet
temperature by 100 OR at high altitudes; and reducing fuel consumption up to 2%.
Another approach applied a stall detection control scheme to avoid an instability
(reference 2-17). The compressor on a J85 engine was trimmed to higher pressure ratios
having lower levels of stall margin. An array of pressure transducers sensing for
unsteady pressure signals characteristic of rotating stall actuated interstage bleed valves
prior to an impending stall. The interstage bleed valves opened to prevent throttling into
the stall region. Engine testing successfully demonstrated the concept although the stall
control system did not anticipate and prevent stall completely.
2.4.2 Active Control of Stall Line Position
The methods described above use control sophistication to optimize control
schedules. The added flexibility regains the performance otherwise sacrificed during
non-stall limiting scenarios. The concept of active stall control, however, increases the
stall margin inherent to the system by suppressing the transition from stable to unstable
operation. Hence, the stall line of a given compressor is effectively raised and more
margin is available for all flight conditions including those currently stall limited. Thus, for
several reasons, the potential benefits of active control include and exceed the benefits of
the approaches described above.
First, compressors not controlled by variable area throttles may also be
optimized. The HIDEC program described above, for example, increased fan pressure
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rise using a variable exhaust nozzle. Active control, however, would extend this benefit
to fixed exhaust area fans and compressors.
Second, performance benefits would not depend on specific destabilizing elements
being absent. This characteristic becomes more important for next generation military
fighters which emphasize low observable features. The stealth characteristics of the
complex inlets cause levels of distortion which exist over the entire flight envelope even
during benign flight maneuvers.
Third, active control offers the advantage of being appropriate during the
preliminary design of the engine and/or aircraft. Because the stall margin inherent to the
system is increased, the additional margin may be incorporated into the baseline engine
design. Potential applications to reduce weight include using fewer stages to achieve the
same overall pressure rise and smaller engine inlets if the compressor can accommodate
higher levels of inlet distortion.
The concept of active control was first initiated by Epstein, et al in the 1980's
(reference 1-1). Since then, several experiments have successfully demonstrated the
concept of active control. Surge suppression on centrifugal compressors resulted in a
25% reduction in the stalling flow coefficient (Figure 2-4) and 10% additional shaft power
(reference 2-18). Rotating stall was delayed to a flow coefficient 20% lower than the
baseline in a single stage low speed axial compressor (2700 rpm, .245 tip Mach number;
reference 2-19). The experiment manipulated high frequency inlet guide vanes to
suppress rotating stall.
More recent research has applied control technology to a 3 stage, low speed
compressor (2400 RPM, 660 mm tip diameter; reference 2-20). By using a
circumferential array of hot wires to sense axial velocity disturbances and inlet guide
vanes to damp the 1st and 2nd spatial modes, the stalling flow coefficient was reduced by
8%. As shown by the stage characteristic from the experiment, stall was suppressed until
the stage characteristic had a positive slope of .9 (Figure 2-5).
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Hosny, et al (reference 2-5) conducted an analytical study investigating active
stabilization in multistage axial compressors using stator angle settings as the control
actuator. The study modelled an 8 stage compressor design with IGV and third, fourth
and fifth stage interstage bleed capabilities. Performance above the baseline stall line was
calculated by extrapolating the stage characteristics. For this study, each stage was
modelled as a discrete volume to form a matrix of equations which represented overall
compression system behavior. Among the conclusions include:
· at 100% speed, a .3% maximum increase in overall stall margin was calculated.
· at 87% speed, a 2% maximum increase in overall stall margin was calculated.
· at 87% speed and a mismatched stage loading distribution (due to interstage
bleed), significant stall margin improvements are achieved.
Past engine system studies include reference 2-21 and 2-22. In reference 2-21,
Brown, et al calculated the decrease in take off gross weight based on an assumed stall
margin improvement and aircraft design sensitivity factors. In reference 2-22, Seymour
assessed the benefits of a 20% stall margin (defined as [(PRstall/PR)(W/Wstall)-J)
improvement for an afterburning turbofan engine at discrete design point locations
(design bypass ratio =1.0). Potential aircraft range and weight savings due to operation in
the region above the existing stall line were quantified by extrapolating the shape of the
speed lines. The potential benefits of a 20% reduction in stall margin include an 11.2%
increase in mission radius and a 5.3% increase in net thrust at 36089 ft and .90 Mach
number.
In addition to these engine system studies, active control has potential benefits to
the aircraft system. Currently, for high performance military applications, the engine inlet
is sized to achieve levels of inlet distortion which are acceptable to the engine. As a result,
the inlet area is larger than needed in terms of maximum airflow requirements.
Furthermore, at cruise, the larger inlet area requires more airflow to be bypassed, or
"spilled", around the engine. Hence, aircraft cruise performance is compromised due to
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the higher levels of spillage drag. Previous aircraft systems studies predict substantial
aircraft range improvements if this design compromise becomes less stringent (reference
2-23). For this application, the stall margin otherwise sacrificed by the higher inlet
distortion index would be provided by active control (reference 2-24).
Issues addressed in this thesis build upon these earlier efforts. This study extends
the analysis to engine performance improvements throughout the flight envelope including
comparisons at both high power and part power conditions. In addition, engine cycle
limits are identified which limit the benefits of active control on a baseline engine
configuration. These cycle limits explain the fundamental cause for both the benefits and
penalties of applying active control. In doing so, the study qualitatively identifies the
aircraft applications for which active control is an attractive design option. Furthermore,
this study identifies additional design changes which must accompany the use of active
control in order to maximize the benefits of additional stall margin on an engine system.
For this analysis, a low bypass ratio, afterburning turbofan was selected as the
baseline engine configuration- a configuration typical of high performance military fighter
applications. These aircraft require challenging levels of stall margin due to the high levels
of inlet distortion present during fighter aircraft operation. Hence, active control is
potentially a suitable design alternative for this engine application.
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Chapter 3: Analytical Models
This section describes the analytical tools which were used in this study. Both the
mechanics of the models and the necessary assumptions are described for the compressor
and engine. Three analytical tools are described:
· Compressor component performance modelling;
· Cycle design point modelling used to identify cycle trends. Design point
models are commonly used during the preliminary design phase of engine
cycles. Performance sensitivities based on a single operating condition are
assessed. For this model, the engine hardware configuration has not been
defined in the design process; hence, the designer may specify the flow areas
needed to achieve the desired thermodynamic properties.
· Cycle off design modelling used to quantify engine performance for a specified
baseline engine configuration. The model quantifies performance at a variety
of important flight conditions and power settings.
3.1 Compressor Modeling
The fan used in this study was a multistage design with inlet guide vanes (IGV)
and variable stators. The high pressure compressor was also a multistage design with
IGV and variable stators. Fan and compressor aerodynamic performance were modelled
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using component maps. The component maps modelled the relationship of pressure ratio,
adiabatic efficiency, flow and rotor speed. The performance maps used in this study
represent analytical predictions for compressor performance. Although the designs are
not based on specific test data, they are derived from previous designs upon which a large
experience base exists.
The baseline fan and compressor map values, in nondimensional form, are shown
in Figures 3-1 and 3-2, respectively. Pressure ratio is expressed as a function of corrected
flow with lines of constant corrected speed and adiabatic efficiency superimposed on the
plot. By convention, corrected parameters are used to generalize the data over a range of
different inlet conditions. The stall line shown is indicative of clean inlet conditions.
Compressor component performance maps are based on a reference operating
condition. The reference flight condition is generally sea level static conditions since most
compressor verification testing is done at this condition. However, to predict performance
at other altitudes and Mach numbers, pertinent adjustments to the baseline map
performance must be made. One effect which is commonly modelled is the change in the
flow Reynolds number. Modifiers to flow, efficiency, and/or pressure ratio are applied to
account for different boundary layer behavior.
In addition to a reference flight condition, the map data is indicative of a reference
stator variable geometry schedule. An additional adjustment is made, when appropriate,
for operation at off nominal variable geometry schedules. These modifiers are determined
analytically using stage stack analyses and/or experimentally from test data. For this
study, the effects of varying the variable geometry schedules are taken from sensitivity
factors from compressors with similar aerodynamic characteristics as the compressor used
in this study.
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3.1.1 Definitions
Several definitions for stall margin are used in industry. In this analysis, the
compressor stall margin is defined at constant flow;i.e.,
(3-1) SMIcoecte d flow=[ PRIsIPRIol -1] * 100
where PRIs= stall line pressure ratio
PRIoI= operating line pressure ratio
This definition was selected because the effect of distortion on stall margin (distortion
indices) are specified at constant flow (reference 3-1).
Another definition commonly used is stall margin at constant speed which includes
the change in compressor flow between the operating point and the stall point (eq 3-2).
The differences between these definitions are shown graphically in Figure 3-3.
(3-2) SMIcorece d speed=[(PRsl/PRIol)( lolWlsl)- 1]* 100
where PRIs= stall line pressure ratio
PRo10 =operating line pressure ratio
Wlol = the operating line flow
WIs= the stall line flow
3.2 Design Point Program
3.2.1 Baseline selection
A baseline engine configuration was selected to establish reference levels of engine
performance. The selected baseline cycle is a low bypass ratio, mixed flow, afterburning
turbofan (Figure 3-4). This configuration was selected because it is typical of high
performance military fighter applications. The selection was motivated by the fact that
high performance military fighters frequently are designed to stall margin limits due to high
levels of inlet distortion. Hence, active control is potentially a suitable candidate for this
application.
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lin
(Eq 3-1)
SMIcorrected flow= [PRS/PR -1]*100
in
(Eq 3-2)
SMIcorrectedspeed= [(PRS/PR)(W/WS)- 1]*100
WS W
Figure 3-3: Stall Margin Definitions (reference 2-22)
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When appropriate, conclusions have been generalized to encompass other engine
configurations. In explaining the phenomena based on thermodynamic fundamentals,
guidelines have been established for applying active control benefits to different aircraft
applications.
Initial parametric studies were conducted on an engine design point program
(reference 3-2). Design point programs, commonly used during the preliminary design
phase of an engine, provide a flexible tool to determine cycle performance sensitivities
(reference 3-3). The usefulness of the design point analysis lies in the fact that several
thermodynamic properties may be held constant while pertubating a single thermodynamic
input property.
Unlike more elaborate cycle decks, design point programs model "rubber engines";
i.e., configurations in which the hardware geometry- turbine nozzle areas, mixing plane
areas, and exhaust nozzle area- have not been defined in the design process. Hence,
design point programs isolate the effect of changing a single thermodynamic property and
eliminate the secondary thermodynamic effects associated with the cycle rebalancing to
match specified duct areas. Table 3-1 summarizes the primary differences between the
design point program and the more sophisticated off design cycle deck.
3.2.2 Cycle model degrees of freedom
The required number of thermodynamic inputs to the design point program is
specified by dimensional analysis. Dimensional analysis expresses a system of equations as
unique functions of the minimum number of independent variables. For a cycle with fixed
geometry (that is, all duct areas are defined), the turbofan engine has one degree of
freedom during dry operation and two degrees of freedom during afterburning operation.
Hence, during dry operation, specifying a single independent variable (for example, main
combustor fuel flow) defines all other thermodynamic properties in the cycle.
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A variable exhaust nozzle area (A8) configuration requires an additional degree of
freedom. This area may be scheduled explicitly. Alternatively, because of the
interdependence of the cycle properties, the area may be indirectly specified by defining,
for example, a target turbine temperature corresponding to that exhaust area.
Table 3-1: Comparison of the Features of Design Point Cycle Programs and
Off Design Cycle Decks
ipaion Pint Prnaram lvIelP nIcPk
Performance sensitivities calculated
as a single thermodynamic property
is modified.
* Does not easily represent a single
engine configuration at different
flight conditions.
* 5 thermodynamic inputs are required
for a mixed flow afterburning
turbofan with variable exhaust
nozzle (dry operation).
· Does not include component maps
for off design performance.
* Performance sensitivity calculations
include secondary effects as the cycle
rebalances.
* Can easily represent a single engine
configuration throughout the flight
envelope and at various power
settings.
· 2 thermodynamic inputs are required
(dry operation).
· Includes component maps for off
design performance.
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P&W F100 (reference 3-6)
Station N,
2
21
25
3
41
42
48
14
16
56
6
7
8
9
Description
Engine Inlet
Fan Exit
Core Compressor Inlet
Core Compressor Exit
HPT Inlet
HPT Exit
LPT Inlet
Bypass Duct Inlet
Bypass Duct Exit
Core Stream Exit
Afterburner Inlet
Nozzle Inlet
Nozzle Throat
Engine Exhaust Plane
Figure A: Mixed Flow Turbofan: Engine Flow Path Station Designations
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During the preliminary design of an engine cycle, additional degrees of freedom
exist because the duct areas have yet to be defined. For the mixed flow turbofan (Figure
3-4), the cycle designer must specify 5 areas: 2 turbine nozzle areas, the area of the
bypass duct, the area of the core stream at the mixing plane, and the exhaust nozzle area.
Again, because of the interdependence of the cycle properties, specifying the
thermodynamic properties is equivalent to defining the areas. By convention cycle
properties such as compressor pressure ratios are defined because they have more
engineering aerothermal meaning and offer better insight into the mechanics of the cycle.
3.2.3 Definitions
Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC) is a measure of how efficiently the engine burns
fuel. The parameter is defined as the ratio of total fuel flow (main combustor and
afterburner) divided by net engine thrust. Because it is desirable for fuel flow to be low
for a given level of thrust, a lower SFC means better performance.
(3-3) SFC=WFT/FN
where WFT is fuel flow
FN is engine net thrust
The specific thrust (FN/W2) is the engine net thrust divided by the engine inlet
flow. This parameter is often used during the preliminary design phase of the engine.
The overall efficiency of the gas turbine cycle is the product of the cycle's
overall thermal efficiency and the propulsive efficiency. These two efficiencies have
diverging influences: propulsive efficiency increases with decreasing exhaust velocity (v9)
; thermal efficiency increases with higher compressor exit temperature (T3) ( reference 3-
4, 3-5, 3-6).
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overall efficiency
(3-4) 7loverallmlth,oq prop
where lprop= propulsive efficiency
1th,=overall thermal efficiency
* propulsive efficiency
(3-5) 1lprop = [useful work supplied to aircraft
Akinetic energy of the propellant]
= (FN) (Vfl)
W9(V9) 2 /(2g)-W 1 (Vfl)2/(2g)
where FN is the net thrust
Vfl is the flight velocity
W1 is the engine inlet flow
W9 is the engine exhaust flow
V9 is the engine exhaust velocity
* thermal efficiency
(3-6) rlth,o = Wnet/Qin
= W9(Y92/(2g)-Wl(V 1 I/2g
(WFT)(FHV)
where Wnet is the net work
Qin is the heat input
WFT is the combustor fuel flow
FHV is the fuel heating value
3.3 Engine Cycle Deck for Off Design Analysis
3.3.1 Cycle Control Modes
The cycle deck calculates the thermodynamic cycle properties at off design
conditions. Unlike the design point analysis described above, however, the engine
hardware configuration has been defined; hence, fewer degrees of freedom exist. For the
baseline afterburning turbofan with variable exhaust nozzle, the control system specifies
two parameters during dry operation and three parameters during augmented operation.
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For this study, idealized control modes have been adopted. The first mode
defined the engine inlet flow as a function of engine inlet conditions. This mode was
assumed to have already been optimized for the baseline configuration.
The second control mode was turbine inlet temperature (T41). For this study, a
maximum turbine temperature representative of the current state of the art was selected
(Figure 3-5). At high power, the cycle deck solved this maximum temperature unless
other cycle properties became limiting. In this study, two factors which caused T41 to
operate below its maximum level were fan stall margin and compressor discharge
temperature (T3).
In actual engine control systems, T41 is not measured directly because
instrumentation cannot survive in the severe temperature environment at that flow path
station. Hence, turbine temperature is indirectly specified by a different thermodynamic
property. These actual control modes are tailored to satisfy fan stall margin, T41, T3,
and other limits as appropriate.
3.3.2 Cycle Mechanics
The component modelling within the cycle deck address nonstandard, non ideal
operating conditions. For example, the compressors and turbines have maps to define the
component performance. As described in Section 3.1, the cycle model modifies the
turbomachinery components map values for nonstandard conditions which include the
effects of Reynolds number, humidity, tip clearances, and deviations from the nominal
variable stator schedule.
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Empirically based modifiers are also applied to model the combustion process and
flow through the various ducts. These factors include:
· combustor heat loss- energy convected from the gas generator to the
bypass duct;
* stratification- the non-uniform radial profile of temperature and
pressure exiting the fan;
· mixing of the bypass and core streams- conservation of momentum and
energy calculation as the bypass air is reintroduced into the primary
flow path.
· cooling and leakage flows- including overboard leakage, internal bore
cooling, and turbine nozzle and blade cooling;
· pressure losses- due to friction, diffusion, and heat addition.
· installation effects-compressor bleed flow and horsepower extraction to
power aircraft accessories.
· exhaust nozzle aerodynamics - modelling of overexpanded and
underexpanded operation.
Figure 3-6 is a block diagram of the cycle deck calculation procedure.
Mathematically, the cycle solution is achieved by solving a system of equations formed by
combining the control inputs with boundary conditions dictated by first principles.
Because the governing equations cannot be expressed in closed form, the solution is
obtained by iteration. To expedite the calculation process, the cycle deck applies the
Simultaneous Linear Algebraic Method (reference 3-8).
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The boundary conditions assure that the conservation of mass and the conservation
of energy are maintained through the engine. The following elaborates on the boundary
conditions and the criteria for converged solutions.
High Pressure Compressor (HPC) inlet flow: The inlet flow to the HPC is
calculated independently two ways: the flow that is calculated from the component
map; and the flow that is passed from the upstream station. The boundary condition is
satisfied when both solutions agree within an acceptable tolerance.
Turbine flow functions: Conservation of mass at the high pressure turbine (HPT)
and the low pressure turbine (LPT) rotor inlets are similarly satisfied by comparing the
map value to the flow passed from the upstream station.
Nozzle Throat: Conservation of mass at the throat is determined in a slightly
different manner. Upstream conditions provide one value of flow. The other value is
associated with the static quantities at the throat. These static quantities depend on
whether or not the throat is choked and are related to properties at the discharge plane.
Match plane static pressure balance: For unchoked bypass duct operation, the
model iterates until the bypass duct discharge static pressure (PS 16) equals the core duct
exit static pressure (PS56).
3.3.3 Cycle Model Inputs
Altitude, Mach number, and ambient temperature define the engine's operating
point in the flight envelope. However, to completely define the engine operating
condition, the effects of engine/aircraft integration must be modelled. These installation
effects include engine bleed flow, engine horsepower extraction, and inlet ram recovery.
The aircraft uses engine bleed flow and engine rotor work to power its onboard
accessories. For this study, the bleed flow is modelled by a constant 3.5% (of the core
flow) extracted from the high pressure compressor. The gearbox extracts a constant 100
horsepower from the high pressure rotor.
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Ram recovery models the total pressure loss in the inlet as a function of flight
speed. The cycle model defines the pressure recovery as a function of Mach number per
the standard MIL-E- 5008C.
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Chapter 4: Optimizing Compressor
Component Performance
4.1 Introduction
Compressor aerodynamic design involves compromises among pressure rise, flow,
efficiency and overall stall margin. Hence, optimized levels of efficiency, flow and/or
pressure rise may be sacrificed in order to achieve satisfactory levels of stall margin.
However, with active control schemes, the required overall stall margin is provided by two
sources: "conventional stall margin" provided by current compressor design techniques;
and "control stall margin" provided by actively suppressing stall initiation. Because
control stall margin is available, the design is not subject to the compromises traditionally
needed to meet stall margin goals; as a result, the designer can optimize the compressor
for pressure rise, flow and/or efficiency.
For the same net stall margin (SMI tota), the presence of the stall margin provided
by active control allows the conventional stall margin (SMIconv) to decrease by one of
two methods. First, for the same aerodynamic stall line (PRIsiconv = constant), the
operating line pressure ratio (PRIo0 ) is increased while the conventional stall margin is
decreased (SMIconv; eq 4-1). Stall margin otherwise sacrificed is provided by active
control and the same net stall margin is maintained (eq 4-2). Second, for the same
operating line (PRIoi= constant), the conventional stall line occurs at lower pressure ratio
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(PRIsl,conv is lower) which allows a decrease in conventional stall margin. Again, active
control provides the stall margin otherwise sacrificed.
(4-1) SMlconv= (isi, conv - 1) * 100
PRIol
(4-2) SMI tota= SMIconv + SMIac
where PRIsl,conv is the conventional stall pressure ratio established by traditional
techniques.
PRIol is the operating line pressure ratio
SMIconv is the conventional stall margin provided by traditional techniques.
SMIac is the stall margin provided by active control
SMItota is the net stall margin
This chapter focuses on the latter method: a lower conventional stall line pressure
ratio is acceptable when used with active control. The benefit is an improvement in
component efficiency. These efficiency benefits are later applied to the engine in Chapter
7 to quantify the impact of improved compressor efficiency on system level performance.
Chapters 5 and 6 analyze the impact of the other method: maintaining the same
conventional stall pressure ratio and instead raising the operating pressure ratio.
4.2 Background
As discussed in Chapter 2, variable stators are a common solution for improving
the stall line during low speed operation on multistage compressors. For example,
reference 4-1 details a design in which the desired operating line intersected the stall line at
low speeds. Inlet guide vanes and 4 stages of variable stators were required to make the
compressor viable. Further, as stated in Chapter 2, variable stators are designed to
provide adequate stability margin and not necessarily to maximize efficiency.
The following analysis explores how active control can improve compressor
performance. First, the magnitude of potential stall margin gains has been estimated
based on experimentally demonstrated results of actively controlled compressors. Second,
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the use of actively controlled compressors to eliminate efficiency compromises has
been evaluated. The variable stators have been defined to maximize efficiency; stall
margin otherwise sacrificed would be provided by active control.
4.3 Stall margin gain for a lower stalling flow coefficient
Active control experiments demonstrated a reduction in the stalling flow
coefficient by 8% to a characteristic slope (dY"/d) of .9 on a 3 stage axial flow
compressor (reference 2-20). Studies by Hendricks, et al (reference 4-2) indicate that stall
may be suppressed to a characteristic slope of up to 4 on high speed multistage machines.
These magnitudes have been applied to the fan and compressor in this study to
quantify the stall margin gain (stall margin at constant corrected flow, eq. 3-1). The
method for converting pressure ratio and corrected flow into compressor stage
characteristics (P' vs cb) is shown in Figures 4-1. The method assumes perfect gas
properties, standard day inlet conditions, and no inlet swirl.
First, the performance maps (pressure ratio vs flow) were converted to its
compressor characteristic equivalent (a' vs (). Second, the characteristics at different
speeds were extrapolated to a positive slope to determine the new stalling pressure and
flow coefficients. The extrapolation was conducted assuming symmetric stage
characteristics (reference 4-3). Finally, knowing the new pressure and flow coefficients,
the new stall pressure ratio was calculated and plotted on the component map (Figure 4-
2A).
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The extrapolation of the compressor characteristics were done for three cases:
* Extending Dstal1 until dTP'/d became greater than 0.0.
* Extending Istal1 until dt/d4O became equal to 3.0.
* Extending Dstall until dT'/db became equal to 6.0.
From Figure 4-2A all the cases resulted in approximately the same increase in overall stall
margin: 0.0% at 100% speed and 2.5% at 70% speed. Reductions in the stalling flow
coefficient as the slope was increased to more positive values was offset by the losses in
pressure coefficient.
The magnitudes of the improvement in stability are consistent with reference 2-5
for a well matched multistage compressor. Although relatively small, reference 2-5
predicts that the gain in stall margin should increase as the stages become more
mismatched; a situation which would exist if variable stators are adjusted to maximize
efficiency.
The magnitude of stall suppression that will ultimately be realized on high speed
multistage configurations depends on future development of the technology. For this
reason, this study did not directly apply the estimated stall margin gain based on the above
calculation. Instead, a range of stall margin was assumed: 5% and 20% levels of control
stall margin.
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Figure 4-3: Typical Variable Stator vs Corrected Speed Howell Diagram
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4.4 Optimizing Core Variable Stators
The potential improvement in efficiency and the influence of variable stator
position are demonstrated by a typical Howell compressor diagram (Figure 4-3). Figure
4-3 plots the variable stator angle as a function of corrected rotor speed with efficiency
contours superimposed. As illustrated, the nominal stator angle does not coincide with the
line of peak efficiency. The deviation is generally greatest at lower speeds. At these
operating conditions, the variable stators sacrifice efficiency to alleviate stage mismatch
and to provide the required stability margin.
Core compressor efficiency was optimized by applying empirically based variable
stator modifiers on the baseline component maps. To cover a range of relevant operating
speeds, the optimized variable stator schedule was defined by running a series of cycle
points principally along an intermediate rated power (IRP) acceleration at 35,000 ft (MN
from .2 to 2.0). For the compressor used in this study, Figure 4-4 compares the location
of the peak efficiencies relative to the baseline stator schedule at sea level static (SLS)
operation. Note that larger angle adjustments were required at part power operation
where the greatest potential efficiency gains may be achieved.
Applying sensitivity factors which degraded the stall line for changes in the stator
schedule resulted in a loss in stall margin of 4% to 5%. Although a maximum efficiency
improvement of 6% was possible at very low rotor speeds (Figure 4-5), the efficiency
increase (Arl) for typical operating speeds ranged from .005 to .01.
The results of this analysis should be a conservative estimate of potential
compressor efficiency improvements. Redefining both the stator and blade velocity
diagrams during the preliminary design phase, for example, would produce larger gains in
efficiency for a given loss in stall margin.
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Eigure 4-4: Core Compressor Howell Diagram
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4.5 Comparison to other compressor designs
Data from several compressor designs were collected to quantify the potential
efficiency improvements for different designs. These designs include:
* The core compressor used in this study;
* High Pressure Compressor #1: a multistage high pressure compressor
for a high bypass ratio turbofan;
* Fan #1: a multistage fan for a medium bypass ratio turbofan;
* Fan #2: a multistage fan for a medium bypass ratio turbofan.
Figure 4-5 summarizes the potential efficiency improvements due to optimizing
the variable stators as a function of rotor speed. The potential improvement covers a wide
range- 0.0% to 7.6%. As the data suggests, using active control to optimize variable
stators depends on the baseline compressor being considered. For some designs, little or
no benefit would be achieved and this application of active control would not be
appropriate.
However, at the preliminary design level, given the flexibility to optimize not only
the variable stator angle but also the basic blade geometry of the rotors and stators, larger
efficiency benefits for all compressors are expected.
4.6 Discussion and Conclusions
A consequence of changing the variable geometry schedule was a change in the
speed at flow characteristic; i.e., as the variable stators are opened, the swirl angle is
reduced and a given flow is achieved at a lower speed. This observation has several
implications. First, if the engine is maximum mechanical speed limited, this attribute may
allow the compressor to avoid this limitation and operate at the desired higher flow levels.
Further, if the design speed and maximum speed are reduced, benefits on mechanical life,
stress and weight may be realized.
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Eieur 4g- : Potential Efficiency Gains for Different Compressors
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On the other hand, the lower speed negatively impacted the efficiency of the high
pressure turbine used in this study. When the optimized variable geometry compressor
was coupled to the existing turbine, losses in HPT efficiency offset gains in HPC
efficiency. Chapter 7 discusses this in more detail. Because of this mitigating effect and
because of potential efficiency improvements from optimizing both the blade and stator
aerodynamic velocity diagrams, the greatest performance gains would result if efficiency is
optimized during the preliminary design phase of the compressor.
During the developmental phase, additional design steps may be taken to avoid
these penalties. For example, because of the loss in HPT efficiency on an existing engine,
the optimized compressor may be more appropriate for an entirely new design. In this
case, the HPT can be designed to achieve the higher efficiency at the lower speed.
Note, however, if the speed decreases significantly, additional turbine stages may be
needed to maintain the desired efficiency level. More stages, of course, mean greater
weight.
The analysis quantified trading the stall margin provided by variable stators for
improved component efficiency. Stability otherwise sacrificed would be provided by
active control. An extension of this application uses active control to replace variable
stators- an attractive design option if the weight of the active control hardware is less than
the variable stator hardware.
The magnitude of stall margin which active control must provide is estimated from
data provided in reference 4-1. A 15 stage compressor required IGV and 4 stages of
variable stators to move the compressor knee below the normal range of operation. In
doing so, the variable stators provided about 25% stall margin. Although this magnitude
is well above the estimated 2.5% stall margin which active control would provide for the
baseline compressor used in this study, active control may yet provide sufficient stall
margin to justify eliminating variable stators. The 2.5% stall margin improvement was for
a compressor with variable geometry and hence reasonable stage matching. However, as
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discussed in section 4.3, significant stall margin may be gained when active control is
applied to a compressor with highly mismatched stages; a scenario which would occur
when variable stators are removed. This topic requires further study and is reserved as a
topic for future research.
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Chapter 5: Cycle Design Point Program
Analysis
5.1 Introduction
A design point analysis has been conducted to quantify the thermodynamic cycle
trends associated with implementing active control. This design point methodology, as
discussed in Chapter 3, isolates the effect of raising compressor pressure ratios. Further,
these trends have been used to rationalize the off design results to be discussed in Chapter
6 and Chapter 7. In short, the design point analysis quantified the engine thrust and fuel
consumption variation as compressor pressure ratios were increased above the baseline
value. For this analysis, the sensitivities were generated for a single reference operating
condition subject only to a turbine inlet temperature (T41) limit.
As part of the design point study, this chapter introduces the various cycle
properties which directly affect engine thrust. In doing so, the fundamental connection to
performance benefits and penalties have been highlighted.
5.2 Method
To ensure that the design point program provided results consistent with the
baseline engine configuration, the thermodynamic properties at the design point were
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matched to a more sophisticated cycle deck having component off-design capabilities (see
section 3.3). Component efficiencies, pressure losses and cooling flows were input into
the design point program based on cycle deck data using sea level static (SLS), standard
day (STD) temperature as the reference point.
A parametric study was conducted to assess the effects of increased compressor
pressure ratio. In this study, core compressor pressure ratio was parametrically modified
while holding T41, bypass ratio (BPR), fan pressure ratio, and core duct Mach number
constant. In addition, the adiabatic efficiencies in the fan, core compressor, and turbines
were held constant. Carpet plots of specific fuel consumption (SFC) vs specific thrust
(FN/W2) as functions of pressure ratio were generated to illustrate the results.
To understand the factors which contribute to engine thrust, the gross thrust
function has been derived below. This equation expresses gross thrust as a function of
exit flow, exit total temperature, nozzle total pressure, exit static pressure, and gas
properties. For ideal gross thrust in which the flow fully expands to ambient conditions
and the thrust coefficient is unity, the governing equation is:
(5-1) FG=(W9)(V9)
where FG is the ideal gross thrust
W9 is the exhaust flow
V9 is the exhaust velocity
Using the isentropic relationships, eq 5-1 may be expressed as:
(5-2a) V9 = (a9)(MN9)
= [yR(TS9)]5(MN9)
since T9/TS9= (1+ (y- 1)/2 (MN9) 2)
P9/PS9= [(1+ (y-1)/2 (MN9)2 )](/(-1))
MN9={ [(P9/PS9)((1 l)/)_ ]*[2/(y-1)] }.5
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(5-2b) V9 ={ (2yR/(y- l))T9 [ 1 -(P9/PS9) ( 1 - )] }).5
where a9 is the sonic velocity at the exhaust plane
MN9 is the Mach number at the exhaust plane.
T9 is the total temperature at the exhaust plane.
TS9 is the static temperature at the exhaust plane.
P9 is the total pressure at the exhaust plane.
PS9 is the static pressure at the exhaust plane.
(5-3) FG/[(W9)(T9)5] { 2/R/(y- 1)[ -(P9/PS9)(1-)/jI ! '5
Taking the derivative yields:
(5-4) dFG = dW9 + dT - (l-?)/ (PS9/P9)(1- ) / d(PS9/P9)
FG W9 2T9 2[1-(PS9/P9)(1- ) / ] (PS9/P9)
Figure 5-1 plots the gross thrust function. From the plot and equation 5-4, several
qualitative conclusions can be made:
· a 1% change in mass flow results in a 1% change in gross thrust
· a 1% change in exhaust temperature results in a .5% change in thrust
* at low nozzle pressure ratios, a 1% change in exhaust pressure results in greater
than 1% changes in thrust.
* at high nozzle pressure ratios, a 1% change in exhaust pressure results in less than
1% changes in thrust.
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Figure 5-1: Ideal Gross Thrust Function
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5.3 Higher pressure ratio operation
In general, at a specified turbine inlet temperature and bypass ratio, an optimum
compressor pressure ratio exists which maximizes specific thrust. As shown in Figure 5-2,
as pressure ratio increases, specific fuel consumption (SFC) decreases and specific thrust
(FN/W2) initially increases. At larger pressure ratios, however, additional increases in
pressure continue to lower SFC while now acting to lower specific thrust. For most
applications, the cycle is designed to operate slightly past the peak thrust level; i.e., some
thrust is sacrificed in order to achieve the improved SFC. Small gas turbines are the
exception if manufacturing constraints prevent achieving the elevated pressure levels
(reference 5-1).
The reference operating point for the baseline engine indeed fell beyond the peak
thrust point. As shown in Figure 5-3, further increases in pressure ratio (P3Q25) caused
decreases in both SFC and specific thrust: a 5% increase in core pressure ratio improved
SFC by -.79%, but decreased specific thrust by -.35%; a 20% pressure ratio increase
caused a -2.85% improvement in SFC, but a -1.5% degradation in specific thrust.
In addition to the bypass ratio (BPR) representative of the baseline engine
configuration used in this study, the SFC vs specific thrust characteristic was determined
for a series of bypass ratios. As indicated by Figure 5-3, higher bypass ratios shifted the
characteristic towards lower SFC and lower thrust.
5.4 Design Trades
Several observations are evident from the carpet plot shown in Figure 5-3. First
and foremost, higher pressure ratio operation by itself cannot result in both improved SFC
and thrust for a given T41 and BPR. Hence, if active control is implemented, other engine
configuration changes must also be made to compensate for the lost performance.
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Eigure 5-2: Typical Specific Fuel
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For example, to realize the SFC benefit while maintaining constant thrust, the BPR
must be reduced and/or the engine inlet flow must be increased. By reducing the bypass
ratio, engine operation would shift as shown in Figure 5-4. For afterburning turbofans,
however, the lower thrust may not be feasible if a minimum BPR limit exists.
Alternatively, for a lower specific thrust (FN/W2), increasing the inlet flow (W2)
maintains the absolute level of thrust (FN). However, for turbofans whose maximum flow
levels are limited by choking in the fan, increases in inlet flow would require a larger fan
and the associated penalty involving greater size and weight.
A potential application of using active control to raise compressor pressure ratios
is subsonic non afterburning aircraft such as commercial configurations. Typically, these
designs have large bypass ratios due to the desire to achieve exceptional SFC instead of
high specific thrust. With active control, however, the benefits of a high bypass ratio
engine may be achieved in a low bypass ratio configuration. That is, the aircraft can have
the same SFC while having significantly more thrust if operation is shifted as shown in
Figure 5-4. With this higher specific thrust, for example, the engine inlet flow may be
reduced to yield a decrease in weight.
5.4 Conclusions
The design point program identified thermodynamic trends which were used to
explain the results of the off design analysis presented in Chapter 6. Cycle limits,
principally maximum T41, caused lower specific thrust when active control was applied
to raise operating pressure ratios. The loss in thrust may be attributed to lower exhaust
temperatures and pressures per eq 5-2. The fundamental cause for the lower exhaust
temperature and potentially lower exhaust pressures is discussed in Appendix A.
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At high power, an important result is that higher thrust and lower SFC are not
feasible without additional cycle changes. Scenarios in which both thrust and SFC
improve include:
· Raising T41 which implies improvements in material capability and/or
performance trades involving higher turbine cooling flows;
* Lower BPR configurations which allow the same thrust at constant SFC or
alternatively the same SFC at constant thrust. A minimum limit on BPR,
however, will exist for afterburning operation since bypass flow provides
cooling to the afterburner liner. This design trade is further discussed in
Chapter 6;
· Increasing inlet flow (W2) in order to compensate for a lower specific thrust
(FN/W2). The engine will achieve constant thrust by scaling up the engine size
to increase flow. The larger engine size, however, results in a weight penalty.
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Chapter 6: Cycle Off Design Analysis:
Higher Pressure Ratio Operation
6.1 Introduction
The engine flight envelope is the range of inlet operating conditions within which
the engine is designed to operate. Shown in Figure 6-1, the flight envelope is defined in
terms of flight Mach number and altitude. Often, the ambient temperature is also included
in the definition. Within the envelope, the aircraft application dictates that certain flight
conditions take precedence over others. For a commercial aircraft, for example, high
altitude subsonic cruise conditions are important to its mission. For military fighters,
subsonic cruise and supersonic operation are conditions which are important to the
mission.
The design point analysis in the preceding chapter focused on a single, specific
flight condition. However, because the cycle must operate throughout the flight envelope,
for all practical purposes it always operates "off design". As such, it is appropriate to
assess the effects of active control on off design engine performance. A General Electric
Aircraft Engines cycle deck containing component performance maps has been used to
predict engine performance. This model was discussed in Chapter 3.
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An important consequence of assessing off design performance is insight into the
effects of cycle limits other than stall margin and T41 discussed earlier. These limits
influence and may restrict how additional stall margin may be utilized in the design
process. In some cases, these constraints dictate that the benefits of active control can
only be implemented if additional, potentially significant, engine redesign is also
undertaken. For example, increases to the pressure ratio on the core compressor may be
limited by maximum compressor discharge pressure and temperature. These limits are
established by the structural integrity capabilities for the given materials; higher pressure
and temperature limits would result in cost and/or weight penalties associated with the
improved materials. Further, in a turbofan engine, excessively increasing fan pressure
ratio may reduce the bypass ratio to levels which provide inadequate cooling flow to
the afterburner liner. Hence, by exploring other cycle limits, guidelines will be established
which identify additional configuration changes needed to fully realize the benefits of
active control.
This chapter outlines how component improvements of actively controlled
compressors translate into overall engine system benefits throughout the flight envelope.
Further, because of the diverse operational requirements associated with an aircraft
mission profile, the performance impact at both high power and low power cruise
conditions has been examined. In short, the effect of active stall control on engine
performance due to the following factors have been reviewed:
· the effect of using the additional stall margin to operate an existing
compressor at higher pressure ratios (discussed in Chapter 6);
* the effect of using the additional stall margin to optimize the variable stator
angles to achieve best efficiency (discussed in Chapter 7);
· the effect of increasing the compressor efficiency by improved positioning
of the compressor line of peak efficiency (discussed in Chapter 7).
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6.2. Figures of Merit
6.2.1 Aircraft Mission Profiles
Two types of engine performance have been assessed. First, the effects on high
power performance have been quantified. For military fighter applications, high power, or
combat performance, includes maximum nonafterburning operation, or intermediate rated
power (IRP), and augmented operation. The effects on combat performance have been
quantified in terms of percent changes in engine net thrust (FN) and specific fuel
consumption (SFC) at a given flight condition. For commercial applications, high power
is indicative of the thrust available at take off conditions.
The second barometer is the impact on aircraft cruise performance. Because the
aircraft spends the majority of the mission flight time at cruise conditions, the engine
specific fuel consumption is an important measure of performance. From the specific
range equation, fuel consumption has a direct relationship to aircraft range. Or, for the
same range, better fuel consumption translates into a lower fuel payload and hence a
weight reduction.
Specific range equation
(6-1) SR= [Vk/(FN*SFC)] =[VkWF] nautical miles/lbm
where Vk = aircraft velocity (knots)
FN= net thrust (lbf)
SFC= specific fuel consumption ((lbm/hour)/lbf)
At a given flight condition (Vk=constant), the change in specific range may be expressed
as:
(6-2) % ASR= [SRlfna-SRlitiaSR]/SRlinitia l
=[WF Tliniti al-WFlfmal]/W FIfmal
where WFTlinitiaI = the baseline level of fuel flow
WFTfmal = the fuel flow with active control implemented
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Important combat and cruise conditions for a military fighter application are
superimposed in Figure 6-1. They include (reference 6-1, 6-2):
10K/.4/ 40% IRP thrust: a typical low power loiter condition.
35K/.85/80% IRP thrust: a typical outbound cruise point.
35K/.85/50% IRP thrust: a typical inbound cruise point.
SL/.8/60% IRP thrust
SL/.8/ IRP
30K/.8/IRP
30K/1.5/IRP: supersonic penetration
10K/.9/Max AB: combat maneuvering
20K/.9/Max AB: combat maneuvering
30K/.8 to 1.6/ (max AB): aircraft acceleration conditions.
SLS operating line: Takeoff, also a typical reference condition since
engines most often tested at sea level ambient conditions.
35K/.85 operating line: Cruise
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Figure 6-1: Flight Envelope
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6.2.2 Cycle Limits
The amount of additional stall margin which may be utilized depends on the
presence of other cycle limits. Figure 6-2 is a summary of some of the limits which restrict
cycle performance. These constraints include:
Fan stall margin: fan stability margin required to prevent stalls based on engine
operability requirements;
Core compressor stall margin: compressor stability margin required to prevent
stalls based on engine operability requirements;
T41: maximum turbine inlet temperature limit dictated by materials technology,
cooling flow, and hardware durability requirements;
T3: maximum compressor discharge temperature limit dictated by materials
technology and hardware durability requirements;
P3: maximum compressor discharge pressure limited by mechanical structural
integrity requirements;
N2: maximum low pressure spool rotor speed dictated by mechanical stress
limitations;
N25: maximum high pressure spool rotor speed dictated by mechanical stress
limitations;
A8: minimum and maximum exhaust nozzle area dictated by engine/nacelle
installation requirements.
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Figure 6-2 Summary of Engine System Design Limits
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6.3 Method for Achieving Higher Pressure Ratio Operation
To begin with, higher pressure ratio operation was simulated by throttling
compressor operation along a constant speed line at constant T41. Using sea level static
(SLS) standard day operation as the reference point, the baseline cycle was modified by
adjustments to both the HPT and LPT throat areas. Applying the method described
below, the core compressor operating line was raised 5% and 20 % above the baseline.
These magnitudes were selected to model a range of additional stall margin which
ultimately may be provided by active control.
Conceptually, for the core compressor, the decreased HPT nozzle area
backpressured the compressor to raise the operating line. To prevent rotor overspeeds,
operation along the line was controlled by decreasing the LPT nozzle area until the same
speed was achieved at the higher pressure ratio. As shown in Figure 6-3, the HPT nozzle
area set the operating line, and the LPT nozzle area defined the operating point along that
line. For clarity, any secondary effect of LPT area on compressor operating line has been
omitted.
The use of the LPT nozzle area to set the operating line is explained by
demonstrating the validity of the following trend: the LPT nozzle area (A49) is reduced to
cause compressor pressure ratio (P3Q25) to shift down along its operating line toward the
target speed. To a first order, both the HPT and the LPT nozzle areas are assumed
choked. For this condition, the corrected flow through each nozzle is a constant:
(6-3) W41R = W41 srt(T41) = constantl
P41 A41
(6-4) W49R = W49 sgrt(T49) = constant2
P49 A49
where W41 is the physical flow through the HPT.
W49 is the physical flow through the LPT; assumed equal to the
HPT flow.
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T41 is the HPT inlet temperature.
T49 is the LPT inlet temperature; approximately equal to the HPT
exit temperature.
P41 is the HPT inlet pressure.
P49 is the LPT inlet pressure; approximately equal to the HPT exit
pressure.
A41 is the HPT nozzle area.
A49 is the LPT nozzle area.
Combining equations 6-3 and 6-4 and expressing the HPT temperature ratio in terms of its
pressure ratio and polytropic efficiency (p) yields:
(6-5) T41/T49 = {P41/P49}[P ( 7'1 )/ 7]
(6-6) W41R/W49R = (A49/A41) (P49/P41) [1- lp(7-1)/(27)]
= constant3
For the sample case in which A49 decreases, equation 6-6 dictates that P49/P41 must
increase towards unity. This trend implies that the expansion ratio across the turbine
decreases. As a result, the lower available turbine work requires lower compressor work.
Since the compressor inlet pressure is approximately unaffected by turbine nozzle area
adjustments, the compressor pressure ratio must decrease. In summary, as initially stated,
reducing the LPT nozzle area moves the compressor down its operating line toward lower
pressure ratios and lower rotor speeds.
Increased fan pressure ratios were achieved in a similar manner. The variable
exhaust nozzle area was the mechanism which backpressured the fan and raised the fan
operating line. Operation at the desired speed was directly maintained by the engine fuel
control. As with the core, 5% and 20 % increases in fan operating line position were
analyzed.
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6.4 Results
Higher pressure ratio operation resulted in both performance benefits and
penalties. The impact of the increased pressure rise depended on whether the fan or
compressor was actively controlled. Further, the impact was a function of engine power
setting and flight condition. In summary,
v At high power, higher core compressor pressure ratios resulted in lower IRP
thrust. The high pressure turbine inlet temperature (T41) limit and the
compressor discharge temperature limit (T3) were the key factors causing
performance penalties. However, for augmented operation, judiciously
scheduling of the afterburning fuel flow offset the negative impact of higher
pressure ratios on thrust. In fact, during certain conditions thrust increased
relative to the baseline.
* For both IRP and augmented operation, higher fan pressure ratios resulted in
significantly higher thrust for fan stall margin limited conditions. The benefit
was achieved because the stall margin provided by active control permitted the
cycle to operate at higher T41 and hence higher exhaust temperatures.
However, for the engine configuration studied, the thrust improvements
reached a maximum when fan stall margin was no longer the limiting
constraint. The factors which became limiting include afterburner cooling flow
requirements and exhaust nozzle area geometry limitations.
* At part power, cruise conditions, higher core compressor pressure ratios
resulted in significant specific fuel consumption improvements. Unlike high
power operation, the benefit resulted because the cycle was well below the
T41 or T3 limits.
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6.4.1 Higher pressure ratio operation: core compressor
The core compressor operating line was raised 5% and 20%, and cycle data was
generated for IRP operation over a range of altitudes and flight Mach numbers. Figure 6-4
illustrates the T41 profile which resulted. In the figure, T41 normalized to a reference
value is plotted as a function of fan inlet temperature (T2) normalized to a reference value.
The figure demonstrates that for the cycle used in this study, different cycle limits caused
three distinct regions of operation: first, at low T2 conditions, fan stall margin was limiting
(region 1, Figure 6-4); second, at moderate T2 conditions, turbine inlet temperature was
limiting (region 2, Figure 6-4); third, at high T2 conditions, compressor discharge
temperature was limiting (region 3, Figure 6-4). Additional limits such as maximum
physical rotor speeds would have added additional regions to the plot.
The presence of these regions occur when the cycle is optimized for performance
throughout the flight envelope. Specifically, the variable exhaust nozzle is the mechanism
used to maximize thrust for a given inlet flow. As the exhaust nozzle area is reduced, the
fan pressure ratio increases. As a result, downstream cycle pressures and temperatures
(e.g. T3 and T41) also increase. Whether the temperatures or fan stall margin becomes
the limiting constraint depends on the engine inlet temperature.
In region 1, for example, the low T2 condition resulted in the cycle temperatures
being well below their respective limits. Hence, the fan stall limit was reached first. As
shown in Figure 6-4, in region 1, T41 remained relatively unaffected by changes in core
operating position. The small variation shown was due to changes in core compressor
efficiency as the operating line was raised. The different efficiency resulted in a slightly
different T41 for the same fan stall margin.
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T41 Normalized to a Reference Point
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The second and third regions were limited by the turbine inlet temperature (T41)
and the compressor discharge temperature (T3), respectively. Unlike the first region, the
higher engine inlet temperature resulted in these temperature limits being reached before
the fan stall threshold. Further, as shown in Figure 6-4, the T3 limited region was
reached at lower engine inlet temperature as the core compressor operating line was
raised. Consequently, the engine operated under this constraint over a larger portion of
the flight envelope.
The IRP Effect of 5% Increases in Core Operating Line Position
For the 5% increase in core operating line, Figure 6-5 is a contour plot illustrating
the effect on IRP thrust throughout the flight envelope. At IRP where the cycle operates
at the T41 limit (region 2, Figure 6-4), the off design cycle results are consistent with
those obtained from the design point analysis (Chapter 5): if the reference operating line is
scaled 5%, reduction in specific fuel consumption ranged from -.5% to -1.4% while net
thrust reduction ranged from 0.0 to -.5%. The rationale for these trends are similar to
that discussed in Chapter 5 . At constant T41, the decrease in exhaust temperature (T8)
offsets the increase, if any, of exhaust pressure (P8) when compressor pressure ratio is
increased.
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In region 1 (Figure 6-4) where the cycle operates under fan stall margin limited
conditions, IRP thrust decreases ranged from -1.5% to -2.5% and the SFC improvement
ranged from -.82% to -1.41%. The magnitude of the thrust losses were more severe than
in region 2 for two reasons:
· Similar to region 2, the cycle operated at approximately constant T41; hence,
the higher pressure ratio in the compressor caused a larger enthalpy drop
across the turbine. As a result, the LPT exit temperature decreased based on
the arguments presented in Appendix A (Figure 6-6A). This trend is also
consistent with observations made during the design point analysis (Chapter 5).
Unlike region 2, however, as the cycle rebalanced in region 1, an increase in
bypass ratio accompanied the higher compressor pressure ratios. Thus, since
mass flow through the turbines decreased, the specific enthalpy decreased
even more to achieve the specified total enthalpy change. As a result of the
lower specific enthalpy, turbine exhaust temperature decreased more in region
1 than in region 2 (Figure 6-6A). Figure 6-6B illustrates the change in bypass
ratio for the different operating regions.
In addition to thrust losses when at constant T41 (regions 1 and 2), more
significant performance degradations occurred at high Mach flight conditions where T41
was cutback to hold T3 (region 3, Figure 6-4). Increases in core pressure ratio caused the
cycle to reach the T3 limit at lower T2 conditions and resulted in more severe reductions
in T41. As one would expect, since thrust decreased at constant T41, thrust decreased
more significantly when the T41 level was reduced. Raising the core operating line to
consume 5% stall margin, for example, reduced thrust between -2.0% and -7.7%
depending on the magnitude of the T41 cutback. SFC did improve by -. 1% to -1.4%.
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Figure 6-7 illustrates the extent to which the flight envelope is affected by the T3
limit. Note that for a five percent operating line increase, only the extreme right hand side
of the envelope was affected. Although the design compromises between higher pressure
ratio operation and high T2 operation depends on the specific application, the preceding
results qualitatively indicate that configurations emphasizing SFC over high Mach number
operation are potentially attractive candidates for using active control to raise the core
operating line. For the military mission, for example, none of the key mission points
described in section 6.2.1 occur in the T3 limited region for a 5% increase in core
operating line. Hence, the thrust penalty during T3 limited operation is acceptable for a
5% increase in core pressure ratio.
The Afterburning Effect of a 5% Increase in Core Operating Line Position
In addition to the effect on IRP performance, a 5% higher core operating line
affected afterburning performance. Similar to IRP, the higher core pressure ratio caused
a decrease in the gas generator discharge temperature (T56). However, unlike IRP, the
augmentor may increase fuel flow to minimize or negate any decrease in the exhaust
temperature caused by the higher pressure ratio operation.
If the cycle is designed to run to the same total fuel flow, for example, during
higher pressure ratio operation, fuel not burned in the main combustor is burned in the
augmentor. For a 5% increase in core operating line, the following occurred:
· In region 1, the decrease in thrust ranged from -0.6% to -1.55%. This
performance loss was less severe than IRP operation because of the increase in
afterburner enthalpy rise.
· In region 2, the thrust increase ranged from 0.1% to 0.8%.
· In region 3, the thrust decreased from -1.2% to -4.3%. Again, the loss was
less severe than at IRP.
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Fieure 6-7: T3 Limited Operation Covers a Larger Portion of the Flight
Envelope as Core Pressure Ratio is Raised
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The Effect of a 20% Increase in Operating Line Position
A 20% higher core operating line results in more significant thrust degradations.
The worse case point (sea level/ 1.0 MN) resulted in thrust decreasing by 23% while
SFC increased by 3.9%. The loss in thrust was caused by significant reductions in T41.
The degradation in SFC was due to the lower cycle efficiency (% All=-3.8%).
Unlike the 5% increase in operating line, the 20% operating line increase
significantly affected the operating envelope (Figure 6-7). The key mission points which
were affected include SL/.8/IRP; 30K/1.5/IRP; 10K/.9/MAX AB; and 30K/1.35 to 1.6/
MAX AB. Because the T3 limited region consumes such a large portion of the flight
envelope, a 20% pressure ratio increase would be cause unacceptable penalties for the
fighter aircraft application. Better use of the additional 20% stall margin that is available
should be considered.
The magnitude of the performance degradations for a 20% operating line increase
indicates that the engine configuration studied was not designed for such a high
compressor pressure ratio. An additional consequence of maintaining the T3 limit at high
T2 conditions is choking of the core stream duct at the matching plane; i.e., the duct is
undersized and cannot maintain subsonic flow. Choked flow at this location is not
desirable for several reasons. First, the high Mach number entering the afterburner would
prevent light off. Second, higher duct pressure losses would result.
The Effect of Increasing the Core Operating Line on Part Power Cruise Performance
At part power conditions, the engine was able to provide the same level of thrust
at lower levels of SFC. The SFC benefit was achieved without the thrust penalty because
the engine was not T41 or T3 limited at part power. As a result, the pilot could set the
throttle to increase inlet flow to achieve the desired thrust level. The thrust otherwise lost
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due to running to a higher pressure ratio was offset by running to a higher corrected inlet
flow (W2R).
Figure 6-8 shows a SLS operating line from flight idle (FI) power to IRP. The
plot compares the baseline case against the 5% higher compressor operating line. For
typical cruise conditions, the engine operates between 50% and 80% of IRP thrust. At
80% of the reference IRP thrust, SFC decreased by -1.13% while W2R increased by
.57%; at 50% thrust, SFC decreased by -1.26% and W2R increased by .58% (see Table
6-1).
Besides the improvement in SFC, an additional benefit is gained by increasing the
inlet flow. Although the engine net thrust is constant, the aircraft installed net thrust will
increase due to a reduction in the spillage drag. The higher inlet flow approaches the
design flow of the inlet; hence, less spillage drag would result. This increase in installed
thrust translates into further improvements in installed SFC by an equal percentage.
Figure 6-9 shows a 35,000 ft/.85 MN operating line. As summarized in Table 6-
1, a decreases in SFC of -.74% and -.84% were achieved at 50% thrust and at 80%
thrust, respectively. These fuel consumption benefits may be interpreted as improved
aircraft specific range. With the improved specific range (eq 6-1A), at 35,000ft/ .85 MN,
the aircraft can achieve either:
· Increased range for the same fuel weight and payload weight. Although other
flight conditions besides altitude cruise comprise the full aircraft mission (such
as take off, climb, descent, etc.), the majority of the flight time is spent at
cruise. Hence, up to .73% -.84% increased range would be expected. For an
initial range of 1000 nautical miles, for example, an increase by 7 to 8 nautical
miles would be achieved.
· Decreased aircraft takeoff weight (by -.73% to -.84% of the fuel weight) for
the same range and payload weight.
· Increased payload capacity for the same range and aircraft takeoff weight.
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Figre 6-8: Raising Core Pressure Ratio by 5%: Part Power
Benefit at SLS
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Table 6-1: Part Power Performance Improvements for a 5% Higher Core
Compressor Operating Line
50% Thrust 80% Thrust
Condition %ASFC %AW2R %ASR %ASFC %AW2R %ASR
SLS -1.26% 0.58% 1.27% -1.13% 0.57% 1.13%
35K/.85 -.82% 0.71% 0.84% -.74% 0.67% 0.73%
6.4.2 Higher pressure ratio operation: Fan
Whereas raising core pressure ratio negatively impacts thrust at high T2
conditions, raising fan pressure ratio at low T2 conditions offered significant benefits. At
the low T2 conditions (region 1, Figure 6-10), the additional stall margin provided by
active control allowed further increases in fan operating line by closing the variable
exhaust nozzle. The result was the cycle reaching its fan stall margin limit at higher levels
of T41. Following the arguments discussed earlier, the higher T41 contributed toward a
higher exhaust temperature (T8) and pressure (P8) which resulted in more gross thrust.
The change in IRP exhaust temperature (T8) as fan pressure ratio is increased in the low
T2 region is shown in Figure 6-11.
The region in the flight envelope where a benefit was obtained is shown in Figure
6-12. This is consistent with the results of the HIDEC program (reference 2-13) and
the results demonstrated by Seymour (reference 2-22). The extent of this region will
vary from application to application depending on the inlet temperature at which the
engine transitions from fan stall limited operation (region 1, Figure 6-10) to T41 limited
operation (region 2, Figure 6-10). In addition, recall that the performance benefits of the
HIDEC program required the absence of inlet distortion whereas no such restriction is
required to achieve the active control benefit.
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In region 2 and 3 (Figure 6-10) where the engine is either T41 or T3 limited, the
additional fan stall margin cannot be traded to improve performance. Any increases in fan
pressure ratio would require reductions in inlet flow in order to hold T41. Since the
baseline cycle's combination of inlet flow and fan pressure ratio already optimized thrust
(per eq. 5-4), no improvement potential exists.
The Effect of Higher Fan Operating Lines on High Power Performance
As fan operating line is raised in region 1 (Figure 6-10), the engine provides both
higher IRP and afterburning thrust. Figures 6-12 and 6-13 illustrate the IRP thrust
increases throughout the envelope for potential fan operating line increases of 5% and
20% respectively. Consuming an additional 5% fan stall margin resulted in thrust
increases ranging from 0.0 (high T2, regions 2 and 3) to 8.0% (41,400 ft/.4 MN).
Specific fuel consumption increases ranged from 0.0% (high T2) to 2.8% (16,000 ft/0.0
MN).
The 20% additional stall margin provided by active control allowed increases in
thrust between 0.0% (high T2) and 12.5% (36,000ft/.4 MN). The degradation in fuel
consumption ranged from 0.0% to 4.7% (35,000 ft/.2 MN). However, at IRP, the
configuration studied could not utilize all of the available stall margin. Instead, the cycle
became limited by the minimum exhaust nozzle area. If this limit could be avoided,
however, such as during the preliminary design phase of the engine, higher thrust increases
could be realized.
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In addition to the stall margin and temperature limits which restricted IRP
operation, afterburner operation requires other design challenges. Adequate cooling of
the afterburner hardware is required. For the engine configuration studied, a minimum
bypass ratio constraint limited low T2 flight conditions (region 1, Figure 6-10).
This limit became important in the low T2 region as fan operating line was
throttled higher because BPR decreased as exhaust nozzle area was reduced. For the
configuration studied, minimum BPR became the limiting constraint after the fan operating
line was raised to consume approximately 5% stall margin. Any additional stall margin
available through active control above 5% could not be utilized due to the BPR constraint.
Figure 6-14 is a T41 vs T2 plot for 5% and 20% available stall margin. Note that the
change in T41 for the 20% case results in essentially the same temperature as the 5%
case. Figure 6-15 shows an envelope of the thrust increase during afterburning
operation. The region which becomes BPR limiting is highlighted in Figure 6-16. The
maximum thrust increase was 5.4% (36,000 ft/ .275 MN).
The minimum BPR constraint became limiting for the engine configuration studied.
However, engines with higher design bypass ratios would be able to use more of the
available stall margin and improve thrust by a greater amount.
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The Effect on Key Mission Operating Conditions
Of the key high power tracking points (section 6.2.1), 35,000 ft/.85 MN/ IRP and
30,000 ft/.8 MN/Max AB fall within the region of the envelope where higher fan pressure
ratio is beneficial. Tables 6-2 and 6-3 quantify the changes in performance for these 2
points. The data for these operating conditions, as noted below, indicate that the baseline
cycle could not fully utilize the 20% available stall margin.
At 35,000 ft /.85 MN /IRP, a significant improvement in thrust occurred which
was accompanied by a degradation in SFC. The data in Table 6-2 indicates that:
· Thrust increased 6.1% if active control provided 5% additional stall margin;
9.1% if 20% stall margin was available. For the latter case, as discussed below,
the baseline engine could not use all of the available 20% control stability
margin due to a minimum exhaust nozzle area restriction.
· SFC was penalized at this flight condition from 2.7% to 4.3 % for the cases in
which active control provided stall margin levels of 5% and 20%, respectively.
This penalty occurred due to the decrease in overall cycle efficiency (Table 6-2);
i.e., the higher thermal efficiency which resulted from the higher compressor
pressure ratio was offset by a greater loss in propulsive efficiency caused by the
higher exhaust flow velocity.
thrust increased 6.1% if active control provides 5% stall margin; 9.1% if 20% stall margin
is provided. Accompanying these thrust increases, however, was a degradation in fuel
consumption (SFC increase) ; that is, the increase in fuel flow needed to raise T41 offsets
the thrust increase. This effect occurs due to the decrease in overall cycle efficiency (-
2.6% for the 5% pressure ratio increase and -4.1% for the 20% case). The improvement
in cycle thermal efficiency due to higher pressure ratio operation is less than the decrease
in propulsive efficiency caused by the higher exhaust velocity (Table 6-2).
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For this 35,000 ft/ .85 MN operating condition, the limit on minimum exhaust
nozzle area (A8) prevented the cycle from using more than 7.7 % additional stall margin
on the baseline engine configuration used in this study. Decreases in area to further
backpressure the fan would require redesign of the exhaust nozzle hardware. Further, all
points in the low T2 region reached the minimum exhaust area limit before the assumed
20% stall margin improvement was reached. Hence, better implementation of the 20%
stall margin improvement during the preliminary design phase of an engine would
optimize the system and further improve performance.
At 30,000 ft/.80/Max AB, the cycle was initially stall margin limited. When the fan
operating line was raised 4.7%, the engine reached its maximum T41 and a maximum
thrust improvement of 2.6% was achieved (Table 6-3). Any additional active control stall
margin could not be used at this key flight condition. Only conditions at lower inlet
temperatures, conditions not necessarily critical to the mission, could have used the
additional margin. Hence, if active control provides up to 20% stall margin, the excess
stability range should be applied toward optimizing other design factors such as efficiency
or weight. Further, the fact that the baseline engine configuration could not use the
available margin implies that larger benefits would result if active control could be applied
during the preliminary design phase.
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Table 6-2: Performance Improvements at 35K1,85 MN/IRP
%ASMavail 5% 20%
%ASMrealized 5% 7.7%
%AFN 6.1% 9.1%
%ASFC 2.7% 4.3%
%Alov -2.6% -4.1%
%Arlprop -3.3% -4.9%
%Aqtherm 0.7% 0.8%
Table 6-3: Performance Improvements at 3OK/.8/Max AB
%ASMavail
%ASMrealized
%AFN
%ASFC
%Alov
%Atqprop
%Al!therm
5%
4.7%
2.6%
-2.6%
2.8%
-2.0%
4.8%
20%
4.7%
2.6%
-2.6%
2.8%
-2.0%
4.8%
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6.4 Conclusions
Depending on the region of the flight envelope, both performance benefits and
penalties resulted when the additional stall margin provided by active control was used to
raise fan or compressor pressure ratios. Raising fan pressure ratios during low T2
conditions caused significant high power thrust improvements. Increasing the core
operating line resulted in thrust penalties when the cycle was T3 limited. When T41
limited, thrust increased during afterburner operation but decreased during IRP operation.
Accompanying this penalty, however, were significant specific fuel consumption benefits
at cruise conditions.
The thrust penalty during higher core pressure ratio operation in region 2 (during
IRP) and region 3 (during IRP and MAX AB; Figure 6-4) cannot be offset by higher fan
pressure ratios. As shown in Figure 6-10, higher fan pressure ratios only provided thrust
in region 1. Hence, to maintain constant thrust at the higher core pressure ratios, the only
alternative is to increase the flow capability of the engine as discussed in Chapter 5; i.e., to
increase the engine size and weight.
The higher pressure ratio application of active control is particularly appropriate
for aircraft configurations which emphasize cruise performance over high power
operation. These applications include commercial and military aircraft in which range is
prioritized over maximum thrust. A different implementation of the control stall margin
should be considered, however, for aircraft which frequently operate in the high Mach
number environment. Such applications include high speed civil transports and
supercruising fighters which frequently operate in the T3 limited region.
This chapter reviewed using the additional stall margin provided by active control
to increase the operating pressure ratio. For both the fan and the compressor, the
maximum useful amount of stall margin that the configuration could meaningfully use was
approximately 5%. Additional stall margin above this level could not be utilized due to
other design constraints. These constraints included minimum BPR, minimum exhaust
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nozzle area, and more severe T3 limiting effects. Hence, additional stall margin above 5%
would be better implemented during the preliminary design phase of the engine.
Alternatively, instead of raising pressure ratios, use active control to optimize efficiency
and eliminate the compromise with the conventional stall line. This topic is addressed
in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7: The Effect of Compressor Efficiency
Improvements on Cycle Off Design Performance
7.1 Introduction
As discussed in chapter 4, potential compressor efficiency improvements are
possible if the compressor is designed to a lower stall line. Stall margin otherwise
sacrificed would be provided by active control. In this chapter, the efficiency gains
quantified in Chapter 4 are applied to the engine cycle to determine the benefit in terms of
thrust and fuel consumption.
Two applications in which active control improves compressor efficiency have
been quantified. Both involve modifying the aerodynamic velocity triangles to achieve
better efficiency at the expense of stall margin. Conceptually, both effects have been
quantified by applying appropriate modifiers to the component maps. The difference lies
in the manner which each model affects the performance of other engine components.
The first model was a straightforward efficiency derivative of the compressor. In
this case, an adjustment on the compressor map efficiency was made with no adjustments
to other map parameters such as flow or pressure ratio. This simplified model represented
the presence of active control stall margin being incorporated during the preliminary
design phase of the engine. The model reflected situations which include positioning the
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design point such that the line of peak efficiencies coincides with the normal operating
line.
The second model applied the optimized variable stator schedule on the baseline
engine configuration. The model included the secondary effects associated with the new
variable stator settings. One which became important was the loss in HPT efficiency
which acted to offset gains in compressor efficiency.
7.2 Method
The first model assumed that the additional stall margin provided by active control
was included in the initial design of the compressor. Under these conditions, blade and/or
stator flow angles are assumed to achieve the target efficiency without affecting the
performance of other components.
To quantify this effect, a sensitivity analysis was conducted. This back to back
cycle calculation modified a single design input variable (such as efficiency) above its
baseline value. By holding all other design parameters constant, the change in engine
performance due to only changing the single input parameter was calculated. The
sensitivity is basically a derivative of the cycle's set of governing equations.
For example, the change in thrust as a function of fan efficiency:
(7-1) d(Fl= AFN
drlf Anf
(7-2) A(FN)/FN = (FN'-FNIi)/FNij
anf If-lli
where rfli is the baseline efficiency
i' is the new efficiency
FNli is the baseline thrust
FN' is the new thrust due to the change in efficiency
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The second model, however, quantified the performance impact on an existing
compressor. That is, the model calculated the net performance benefit due to the various
offsetting effects as variable stators are adjusted. Variable stators were first adjusted to
maximize efficiency at the expense of stall margin. To model this change, modifiers were
applied to the reference map values at a given corrected rotor speed. In addition to
efficiency, adjustments to pressure ratio, flow, and the stall line were required to simulate
the shift in the compressor stage characteristic.
Additional effects on the engine system occurred for this second model. As the
stator was opened to reduce the stage inlet swirl angles, the compressor achieved the same
flow at a lower rotor speed. This effect has several potential consequences beyond its
impact on compressor efficiency. First, on the positive side, the lower speed may allow a
lower maximum physical speed to achieve desired flow levels and hence a reduction in
rotor stress and/or weight. Or, for engines limited by maximum rotor speeds, the lower
speed will allow the compressor to realize its maximum flow capability without hitting the
maximum speed limit. For engines in which these speed restrictions are alleviated,
potentially large IRP and afterburning performance benefits would result.
Conversely, the new variable stator settings included penalties when applied to the
baseline engine configuration. For the turbine used in this study, the lower rotor speeds
caused migration of the turbine operating point away from its peak efficiency. Hence, a
turbine efficiency penalty resulted which tended to offset the compressor efficiency
improvements.
An additional effect which occurred was a nominal shift in the compressor
operating line. Because of the shift in the compressor characteristic as the stators were
changed, the operating line moved slightly lower. Hence, the lower part power pressure
ratios also trended toward offsetting the SFC improvements gained from the higher
efficiency.
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7.3 Results
7.3.1 Cycle Sensitivity Factors
Tables 7-1, 7-2 and 7-3 summarize the results of the sensitivity analysis for three
different flight conditions: SLS/IRP, SLS Max AB, and 35,000 ft/.85 MN/80% IRP
thrust. The effect of both a positive and negative efficiency change is used to
demonstrates that the derivative is approximately linear for the level of efficiency changes
of interest.
Improvements in fan and compressor efficiencies resulted in significant high power
thrust improvements (Table 7-1 and 7-2). This data was generated at constant inlet flow
and T41. For fan efficiency changes of .01 (- 1%), thrust increased more than 1% for
both IRP and maximum AB conditions. A .01 core efficiency improvement resulted in
over 1.5% improvement in thrust at these high power conditions.
At high power, the increase in core efficiency resulted in counterintuitive increases
in SFC. The effect was due to the decrease in propulsive efficiency which exceeded and
offset the increase in thermal efficiency. Specifically, compressor discharge
temperature (T3) became lower due to the improved efficiency. However, since the
sensitivity was calculated at a constant T41, more fuel was added to compensate for the
larger enthalpy rise across the combustor. For this particular flight condition, the increase
in fuel flow was greater than the thrust improvement.
Table 7-3 summarizes the performance sensitivity at 35,000 ft/ .85 MN. The data
was generated at constant thrust and fan operating line position to simulate a typical cruise
condition. At 80% of IRP thrust, specific fuel consumption improved by -.52% for a .01
fan efficiency increase and -.42% for a .01 core efficiency increase. These magnitudes
represent significant improvements.
In addition to representing performance gains due to better positioning of the peak
efficiency line, Table 7-3 represents the upper bound for performance gains due to
optimizing variable stators for efficiency. For instance, if the cycle is in the preliminary
111
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design phase, the designer has the flexibility to compensate for the potential mitigating
factors (such as lower HPT efficiency discussed in Chapter 4). However, in the results
that follow, the tuned variable stator schedule has been implemented on an existing engine
configuration. The net performance benefit of improved core efficiency along with the
secondary effects which lower HPT efficiency and core operating line have been
quantified.
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Table 7-1: Engine Performance Sensitivities to Component Efficiencies
SLS/STD/IRP at constant inlet flow and T41
A %AFN %ASFC %AWFT %Apro p %therm
'If 0.01 1.40% -0.16% 1.24% -1.39% 1.58%
-0.01 -1.49% 0.28% -1.22% 1.53% -1.78%
T1c 0.01 1.87% 0.07% 1.95% -1.85% 1.82%
-0.01 -1.94% 0.10% -1.84% 1.99% -2.05%
Table 7-2: Engine Performance Sensitivities to Component Efficiencies
SLS/STD/MAX AB at constant inlet flow, T41, and afterburner fuel flow
A %AFN %ASFC %AWFT %ALprop %Anhtierm
Ilf 0.01 1.25% -1.26% -0.04% -1.26% 2.57%
-0.01 -1.28% 1.34% 0.04% 1.32% 2.61%
Irc 0.01 1.64% -1.67% -0.06% -1.67% 3.42%
-0.01 -1.63% 1.72% 0.05% 1.70% -3.34%
Table 7-3: Engine Performance Sensitivities to Component Efficiencies
35,000ft/.85 MN/80% thrust at constant FN and exhaust nozzle area
A %AFN %ASFC %AWFT %ALprop %fLAtherm
Ilf 0.01 0.00% -0.52% -0.53% 0.23% 0.29%
-0.01 0.00% 0.54% 0.54% -0.23% -0.31%
TIc 0.01 0.00% -0.42% -0.42% 0.21% 0.21%
-0.01 0.00% 0.46% 0.46% -0.20% -0.26%
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7.3.2 Optimizing Core Variable Stators
The improved compressor described in Chapter 5 was incorporated into the
cycle deck to assess the effect on overall engine performance. Three sets of flight
conditions were analyzed: high power operation throughout the flight envelope; discreet
mission points per section 6.2.1; and two operating lines indicative of subsonic cruise
performance.
In general, the data resulted in the following observations:
* Up to 1% improvement in efficiency was realized at the expense of 4% in stall
margin;
· The largest efficiency and SFC benefits occurred at part power conditions-
conditions at which compressor stage mismatch is most severe and hence the
largest design trades between efficiency and stall margin may be made;
· At high power, decreases in HPT efficiency offset the HPC efficiency
improvement leaving little or no increase in overall engine performance.
The following discussion elaborates on these conclusions.
Key Mission points
Table 7-4 summarizes the improvement in thrust and/or SFC due to higher
compressor efficiency. In general, about a 10 degree adjustment in the variable stator
setting improved efficiency up to 1% while sacrificing about 4% in stall margin. The
decrease in turbine efficiency due to the lower rotor speed was approximately .5%.
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Table 7-4A: Effect of Tuned Variable Stators at Key Mission High Power Operating
Conditions
30K/1.5/IRP
0.52
0.02
0.0
-0.02
-0.18
0.17
0.000
0.008
-0.003
0.001
-3.6
-1.73
10.16
20K/.9/MAX
0.20
-0.21
-. 1
0.21
-0.14
0.35
0.000
0.006
-0.004
0.000
-4.1
-1.95
9.69
Table 7-4B: Effect of Tuned Variable Stators at Key Mission Part Power Operating
Conditions
Operatin (
%AFN
%ASFC
AT41
%Aqov
%Alp
%Anth
Alfan
A1Thw
ASMcore
APCN25R
AVG
Condition
deg R
deg
deg
SIJ.8/60% IRP
0.93
-0.42
-5.1
0.42
-0.16
0.58
0.000
.008
-0.003
0.000
-3.7
-1.77
10.59
10K/.4/40% IRP
0.14
-0.55
-15.5
0.55
0.14
0.42
0.001
.010
-0.002
0.000
-3.8
-1.78
10.93
35K/35/50%
0.00
-0.44
-15.7
0.43
0.15
0.28
0.001
.010
-0.003
0.001
-3.4
-1.77
10.44
IRP 35K.85/80% IRE
0.00
-0.17
-8.1
0.17
-.08
0.25
0.000
.008
-0.004
0.000
-3.4
-1.81
9.92
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Onerati 1
%AFN
%ASFC
AT41
%Aqov
%Ap
%A1th
Alifan
ASMcore
APCN25R
AVG
Condition
deg R
deg
deg
SL/.8/IRP
0.93
-0.39
0.0
0.39
-0.46
0.85
0.000
0.008
-0.003
0.001
-3.5
-1.73
10.08
30K/.8/RP
-0.04
-0.01
-2.0
0.01
0.02
-0.01
0.000
0.006
-0.005
0.000
-4.4
-2.08
9.51
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Operating lines
To further illustrate the impact on cruise performance, operating lines at sea level
static and 35,000 ft/ .85 MN were analyzed. Figure 7-1 (SLS) and Figure 7-2 (35,000
ft/.85 MN) illustrate the change in SFC as a function of thrust characteristic. The
improvement in cruise SFC ranged from -.21% to -.41% for SLS operation and -.25% to
-.41% for 35,000 ft/.85 MN operation.
The overall engine performance on an existing cycle did not improve as much as
the sensitivity factor derived in section 7.3.1. As noted previously, a primary cause was
the degradation in HPT efficiency as the variable stators were adjusted. As the
variable stators were positioned to improve compressor efficiency, a specified flow was
achieved at a lower rotor speed. The lower speed negatively impacted the HPT efficiency
for the configuration studied.
7.4 Conclusions
This chapter explored incorporating a compressor with optimized efficiency into an
engine cycle. Stall margin otherwise sacrificed when optimizing the efficiency was
provided by active control. Based on the performance sensitivity factors, significant
improvements in both thrust and fuel consumption can be achieved if this application of
active control is done during the preliminary design phase of the engine.
When applied to the existing baseline engine configuration, however, less
impressive performance gains resulted. Losses in HPT efficiency which accompanied the
change in rotor speed when the variable stators were adjusted caused only nominal net
cruise SFC improvements. However, for other engines, the HPT efficiency may or may
not decrease as the rotor speed is reduced.
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lgeul 7: SLS Operating Line: SFC vs FN with Optimized Core Variable
Stators
Figure 72: 35,000 ftl.85 MN Operating Line: SFC vs FN with Optimized Core
Variable Stators 117
This benefit would further decrease if the presence of active control hardware in
the flow path degraded efficiency; a scenario not accounted for in this study.
If implemented during the preliminary design phase, compressor design
optimization above and beyond tuned stator settings could be conducted. Optimizing both
the stator and blade aerodynamics would lead to larger compressor efficiency gains.
Further, during the preliminary design phase, the opportunity would exist to mitigate
potential losses in HPT efficiency.
Using active control to only optimize the variable stators is not worthwhile for the
baseline engine configuration used in this study. However, coupling this method with
raising the compressor pressure ratio is a viable option. This application would be
especially appropriate if active control improved stall margin by more than 5%. As stated
in Chapter 6, other cycle limits prevented raising pressure ratios more than 5%. Hence,
otherwise unusable stall margin above this level could be applied toward optimizing
compressor efficiency.
The improvement in compressor efficiency also extends the T41 limited operating
region at the expanse of the T3 limited operating region (Chapter 6). Because an increase
in T41 may be achieved, significant IRP and afterburning thrust increases would result for
the affected flight conditions.
This benefit would be achieved if the absolute level of compressor efficiency is
improved such as during the preliminary design phase scenario discussed in section 7.3.1.
For the configuration studied, however, optimizing the variable stators did not yield this
benefit. The efficiency benefit of the optimized stators occurred at lower rotor speeds
typical of cruise operation rather than high power. Hence, the T41 limited region was not
extended.
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Chapter 8: Recommendations for Future Work
8.1 Introduction
The potential of active control challenges the traditional design philosophy toward
achieving stable compressor operation. In this study, active control was used to raise
compressor pressure ratios and to optimize compressor efficiency on a baseline, low BPR
afterburning turbofan. In quantifying the effects, thrust and specific fuel consumption
were used as the primary figures of merit. However, other factors associated with
applying active control on a baseline engine configuration merit additional study. Further,
there are other applications of active control which may result in even greater benefits.
This chapter summarizes topics which are recommended for further study. In
general, these topics address various elements regarding active control which remain
unresolved. They include:
· Additional benefits of applying active control on existing engine
configurations; and
· Benefits of using active stall control on developmental engines at the
preliminary design level;
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8.2 Additional benefits of applying active control on existing engine
configurations
8.2.1 Reduced rotor speeds
This study demonstrated that a specified flow was achieved at lower rotor speeds
as the variable stators were adjusted to optimize efficiency (Chapter 5). This
characteristic has several potential benefits. First, performance compromises for cycles
which are limited by rotor speed can be minimized and/or eliminated. Second, improved
hardware durability would result as mechanical stress decreased for the same
turbomachinery weight. Alternatively, for the same mechanical stresses, a weight savings
may be achieved (see section 8.2.2). Other benefits include improved compressor foreign
object damage (FOD) capability as rotor speeds decrease (for example, bird and ice
ingestion).
8.2.2 Lower LPT Temperatures
Higher core compressor pressure ratios indirectly affect the mechanical integrity of
the LPT hardware. As described in Appendix A, at constant T41, HPT exit temperature
(T42) must decrease as compressor pressure ratio is raised. Hence, temperature at the
LPT inlet becomes lower. One potential benefit is improved durability of the hardware
operating in the less severe temperature environment. Alternatively, for the same
mechanical life, a weight savings may be achieved.
For configurations with cooled turbine blades, the cooling flow may be reduced or
eliminated to maintain the same mechanical life. The lower cooling flow would improve
engine system performance.
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8.2.3 Transient Performance
As indicated by the stability audit (Figure 2-3), the stall line position affects
transient as well as steady state performance. If the stall margin provided by active
control is allocated toward transient operation, engine configurations whose
accelerations are stall margin limited would achieve faster transient accelerations.
8.3 Benefits of using active control on developmental engines at the
preliminary design level
In addition to studying active control on a baseline configuration, incorporating
active control early in the design process is a topic recommended for further study. As
discussed in Chapters 5,6, and 7, potentially larger benefits would result if active control
could be applied during the preliminary design phase.
8.3.1 Design new compressors to maximize efficiency
This research reviewed adjustments to variable stators to improve efficiency on a
baseline engine. The magnitude of this benefit, however, was limited because angle
adjustments were subject to the restrictions set by the existing baseline hardware.
However, during the preliminary design phase, the designer is not subject to this
constraint. Instead, the aerodynamics of both the variable stators, fixed stators and
blades could be optimized for efficiency. The stability margin traditionally achieved by the
aerodynamic design of the compressor would be provided by active control.
In addition, active stall control potentially would allow improved design point
efficiency. Traditionally, the efficiency at the design point is compromised to minimize the
stall line knee. With active stall control to compensate for the stall line knee at lower
speeds, improved efficiency at higher speeds may be achieved.
An additional factor which should be included in future studies is the potential loss
in efficiency due to active control. The use of high frequency guide vanes, for example,
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may contribute additional profile losses which would offset any increase in design point
efficiency.
8.3.2 Design compressors to minimize weight
Additional stall margin could also be used to reduce the weight of the compressor.
If a stage could operate at higher loads, fewer stages would be required to achieve the
same overall pressure ratio. This option may be especially attractive to high pressure
ratio compressors from which one or more stages could be removed.
Compressor weight may also be decreased by using higher blade aspect ratios.
Traditionally, low aspect ratios are used due to their beneficial influence on the stall line
(reference 2-10). The higher aspect ratios would decrease the overall length while
degrading stall margin. Stall margin otherwise sacrificed would be provided by active
control.
For the baseline engine configuration, adjustments to the variable stators
improved efficiency, lowered stall margin and required lower wheel speeds (U). For an
existing compressor, the radius (rt) is fixed and the wheel speed reduction can only be
achieved by a lower rotor physical speed (o).
(8-1) Ut- o rt
where Ut is the design wheel speed (ft/sec)
o is the design rotor speed (rad/sec)
rt is the design reference radius (ft)
However, at the preliminary design level, the designer has the option of reducing the
compressor tip radius to lower the wheel speed. Hence, at constant rotor speed (to), the
compressor is scaled down in radius and the overall size and weight of the compressor
is reduced. One additional advantage to maintain rotor speed (o) is the elimination of
the potential HPT efficiency losses associated with optimizing the variable stators
(Chapter 7).
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8.3.3 Active control as an alternative to variable stators.
Currently, variable stators provide additional stall margin and potentially higher
low speed efficiency at the expense of engine weight. One possible application of active
control is to replace variable stators all together. Among the issues which would need to
be studied include the magnitude of stall margin improvement which active control would
have to provide; the weight trade between active control hardware and variable stator
hardware; potential efficiency losses if variable stators are eliminated; and whether active
control is suitable toward alleviating stall caused by high incidence angles.
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Chapter 9: Summary of Conclusions
9,1 Introduction
The primary focus of this analysis was to implement active stability control as a
retrofit or upgrade to an existing engine configuration. The study applied the additional
stall margin available from active control toward optimizing compressor efficiency and
raising cycle pressure ratios. The effects on thrust and specific fuel consumption were
quantified for several conditions. These conditions represented high power combat
operation (IRP and Max AB) and part power cruise operation throughout the flight
envelope. The results and conclusions from the data are summarized below. Table 9-1
summarizes a configuration which maximizes the performance benefits from active stall
control.
9.2 Compressor Analysis
· Based on the extended stable operating range demonstrated by active control
experiments, the fan characteristic used in this study was extrapolated accordingly.
Nominal increases in stall margin were achieved: 0.0% at 100% speed and 2.5% at
70% speed.
· Optimizing the core compressor variable stators resulted in efficiency increasing by
.5% to 1.0% at the expense of -4.0 to -5.0% in stall margin.
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The potential efficiency benefit by adjusting variable stators ( 0.0% to 7.6%) varies
widely depending on the compressor.
9.3 Design Point Cycle Analysis
At constant T41 and BPR, higher fan or core compressor pressure ratios resulted in
improved SFC but lower thrust.
· To achieve a performance benefit without the associated penalty, engine configuration
changes would be required. Improving SFC at constant thrust or improving thrust at
constant SFC, for example, would require lower levels of design BPR.
· At constant T41 and BPR, higher cycle pressures decreased thrust due to the decrease
in exhaust gas temperature. For very high increases in compressor pressure ratio,
exhaust pressure also decreased.
9.4 Off Design Cycle Analysis: Higher pressure ratio operation
· The engine cycle analyses indicates that if active control can provide up to 5%
additional stall margin, significant performance benefits (particularly SFC) can be
achieved. Above 5% available stall margin, other cycle constraints become limiting
(BPR and A8) and any additional control stall margin could not be used.
· For active control stall margin contributions above 5%, preliminary design applications
would achieve larger benefits than existing configurations. During the developmental
phase, the design may be tailored to maximize the benefits of the available stall margin.
· At high power, the effect of higher pressure ratios depended on the region of the flight
envelope in which the baseline engine operated under fan stall margin limited
conditions (region 1); T41 limited conditions (region 2); or T3 limited conditions
(region 3) (see Figure 6-4).
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9.4.1 Higher core compressor pressure ratios
* At IRP, thrust decreased throughout the flight envelope as core pressure ratios was
increased. The thrust degradations occurred for reasons similar to the design point
analysis; namely, lower exhaust temperatures. However, during off design operation,
thrust decreased more due to the cutback in T41 (T3 limited operation) and the
increase in bypass ratio (fan stall margin limited operation).
* At Max AB, the loss in thrust due to the higher core pressure ratio may be minimized
(T3 limited and fan stall margin limited operation) or eliminated (T41 limited
operation) if total engine fuel flow is held constant. At constant total fuel flow, the
fuel not used in the main combustor at the higher pressure ratio was burned in the
afterburner. Hence, the larger enthalpy rise in the afterburner compensated for the
lower turbine exhaust temperature caused by the higher pressure ratios.
* If 20% additional stall margin is available, raising core pressure ratio by 20% is not a
desirable option for the configuration studied. The region of T3 limited operation
increased significantly and resulted in unacceptable thrust losses.
· At cruise, a higher core pressure ratio resulted in significant SFC improvements:
Condition 50% IRP Thrust 80% IRP Thrust
SLS -1.26% -1.13%
35,000 ft /.85 MN -0.82% -0.74%
9.4.2 Higher fan pressure ratios
· Raising fan pressure ratio improved high power thrust during fan stall margin limited
conditions. For this configuration, available stall margin above 5% could not be used
because minimum A8 (for IRP) and minimum BPR (for Max AB) became limiting.
Larger performance improvements could be achieved if the engine studied had a higher
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design bypass ratio. Under this scenario, more of the available stall margin could have
been used.
* The use of higher fan pressure ratios may be used to offset the thrust losses of higher
core pressure ratios during fan stall margin limited conditions. In this case, both the
fan and core compressor would have to be actively controlled. The net result would
be eliminating the penalty of higher core pressure ratio operation (low T2 thrust) while
achieving the cruise SFC benefit.
9.5 Efficiency
· Improvements in fan or compressor efficiency would improve combat thrust and part
power SFC. The benefits would be largest if incorporated during the preliminary
design phase in which potential mitigating effects could be avoided.
· The optimized variable stators provided nominal improvements in SFC. Optimizing
variable stators for efficiency on an existing configuration resulted in penalties which
offset the benefit of the improved efficiency. For the configuration studied, the
potential SFC improvement due to the improved compressor efficiency was reduced
approximately by 50% when the loss in HPT efficiency was included.
· Given the relative magnitude of the benefit, and potential efficiency losses due to the
presence of active control hardware, using active control to optimize variable stators
is not recommended.
· The best option for the engine configuration studied is to use active control to raise
cycle pressure ratios until other cycle limits prevent further increases. Any additional
stall margin, otherwise unusable, should be used to optimize efficiency with the
variable stators.
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Table 9-1: Active Stall Control on both the Fan and Core Compressor
Active Control
Apication
Raise Fan
Pressure Ratio
Raise core
pressure ratio
Raise core
pressure ratio
Optimize
compressor
variable stators
Effect Comment
* Increases thrust at both IRP and Max AB
during fan stall margin limited operation
(region 1, Figure 6-10)
Effect on Combat Performance (5% Higher
Core Pressure Ratio)
IRP Max AB
Region 1%AFN -1.5 to-2.5 -.6 to-1.55
%ASFC -.82to-1.41 .6 to 1.55
Region 2 %AFN 0.0 to -.5 0.1 to 0.8
%ASFC -.5 to -1.4 -0.1 to -0.8
Region 3 %AFN -2.0 to -7.7 -1.2 to -4.3
%ASFC -.1 to -1.4 12 to 4.3
* Cruise Performance improves significantly
35,000 ft/ .85 MN: Power Level %ASFC
50% IRP -0.82%
80% IRP -0.74%
* Nominal improvements in cruise performance
35,000 ft/.85 MN: Power Level %ASFC
50% IRP -0.41%
80% IRP -0.21%
* For the configuration studied, 5% was
the maximum acceptable increase in
fan pressure ratio.
* If more stall margin is available, higher
performance benefits could be
achieved if the cycle had not become
BPR or A8 limited
* Larger benefits would result on
medium bypass engines.
* In region 1, the increase in thrust with
the higher fan pressure ratio may be
used to offset the thrust loss due to
the higher core pressure ratio.
* The loss in thrust in region 3 is
acceptable if T3 limited operation
represents an acceptable portion of
the flight envelope.
* More significant benefits would be
realized if the HPC efficiency
improvement was not accompanied
by a HPT efficiency loss.
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Appendix Al: The Effect of Higher Cycle Pressure Ratios on
Exhaust Temperature and Pressure
Al.1 The effect of higher pressure ratio operation on exhaust
temperature
As outlined by the gross thrust equation (eq 5-3, Figure 5-1), ideal specific thrust
is a function of the flow, exhaust total temperatur, and total pressure. Because the
thermodynamic trends are not necessarily intuitive, the effect of changes to compressor
pressure ratio on the exhaust properties is examined below. To illustrate the effects
conceptually, let us discuss a simplified turbofan cycle. For this cycle, core compressor
pressure ratio is increased at constant T41, fan pressure ratio, and bypass ratio. Such a
scenario can easily be modelled in the design point program (Chapter 5).
The effect on exhaust gas temperature is straightforward and demonstrated
conceptually on the temperature entropy diagrams shown in Figure Al-l and Figure A1-2.
At constant turbine inlet temperature (T41), the turbine discharge temperature (T42)
must decrease to satisfy the energy balance as the compressor pressure ratio is raised.
Because compressor pressure ratio increases, the compressor work (Ahc) increases;
consequently, the turbine work (Aht) also must increase. Since work is proportional to
the temperature difference between T41 and T42, T42 must decrease as compressor
pressure ratio increases at constant T41 and flow.
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Figure Al-1: Temperature vs Entropy Diagram
Indicating Excess Cycle Exhaust Pressure
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To summarize: At constant T41, for increases in core pressure ratio (P3Q25):
(eq. Al-l) 1) Compressor work increases: Ahc=h3-h25
=h25(h3/h25- 1)
= Cp(T3/T25-1) (for perfect gas)
= Cp[(P3/P25)Cp/(Rlp )- II
2) Turbine -compressor steady state Aht=-Ahc
work balance
(eq. A1-2) 3) Turbine work Aht= Cp(T42-T41)
(eq. A1-3) 4) Discharge temp T42 decreases T42=T41+Cp/Aht
at constant T41 and =T41-Cp/Ah c
increasing IAhcl (Ahc <0)
For this example, the enthalpy drop across the LPT is constant since fan pressure
ratio and BPR have been unchanged. As a result, the drop in temperature is also achieved
at all downstream locations. Hence, one concludes that as compressor pressure ratio
increases, the exhaust gas temperature must decrease. Based on eq 5-3, lower exhaust
temperature causes thrust to decrease.
A1.2 The effect of higher pressure ratio operation on exhaust pressure
Intuitively, one may be apt to believe that running to higher compressor pressure
ratios necessarily results in higher discharge pressures. Hence, based on the gross thrust
function, thrust must increase. However, depending on the magnitude of the increase in
compressor pressure ratio, exhaust pressure may increase or decrease. The effect on
pressure is more subtle due to the fact that T41 is held constant. Fundamentally, the
phenomena is based on the fact that isobars diverge as entropy is increased on a
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temperature entropy diagram. Combining the perfect gas law with Gibbs equation yields
(reference 2-11):
(eq. A1-3) 8T/§s=T/Cp at constant pressure
That is, the slope of a constant pressure line increases with temperature.
The following illustrates how the pressure discharged from the turbines is
modified for changes in cycle pressure ratio. Again, for simplicity, the example models
increases in core compressor pressure ratio at constant fan pressure ratio, bypass ratio,
and T41. These assumptions imply that the expansion ratio across the LPT is constant
and work can be expressed in terms of the specific enthalpies.
For large pressure increases, the turbine exhaust pressure will decrease. For
example, if the pressure ratio is increased to the point in which T3 equals T41, no fuel
can be added because the T41 limit must be observed. Since entropy was not increased,
the cycle could not utilize the characteristic that isobars diverge. Hence, the turbines must
expand back to the compressor inlet pressure. For this case, there is no excess exhaust
pressure; the exhaust pressure is clearly lower than the baseline case (reference Al-1).
The sample above was relatively straightforward and was presented first for
simplicity. However, to explain why pressure may increase, the phenomena must first be
explained in more general terms. The net effect on exhaust pressure is determined by the
offsetting impact of two effects, both of which are governed by the characteristic of
diverging isobars on a T-S diagram:
· For the turbine to provide the baseline level of compressor work at a lower
entropy and constant T41, a higher expansion ratio is required. This
contributes toward reducing the exhaust pressure as in the example above
(Figure A1-3).
· For the turbine to provide the portion of work above the baseline level, higher
exhaust pressure will occur due to the diverging isobars (Figure A1-4).
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Figure A1-3: The Lower Turbine Inlet Entropy Tends
to Lower the Turbine Exhaust Pressure
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The principle is shown graphically in Figure A1-3 assuming ideal efficiencies and
perfect gas properties. At constant T41, as compressor discharge pressure increases, the
entropy at the turbine inlet is lower. Hence, the isobars diverge over a shorter change in
entropy. As a result, to do the original compressor work (ATc) at the lower entropy, the
turbine expansion ratio would increase and the cycle would suffer a decrease in exhaust
pressure. The decrease in exhaust pressure becomes magnified as the turbine inlet entropy
decreases.
On the contrary, for the additional compressor work demanded, the diverging
isobars contribute to increasing the exhaust pressure (Figure A 1-4).
The net result depends on which effect dominates. In general, for large increases
in compressor pressure rise, the decrease in entropy is large and the former effect
described above dominates (Figure A1-5). For small increases, the latter affect dominates
and exhaust pressure will increase.
Note that in this simplified design point analysis, bypass ratio was held constant. If
bypass ratio increased such as in off design simulations, the LPT expansion ratio would
increase. That is, to compensate for the lower mass flow passing through the LPT, the
change in specific energy across the LPT would increase to maintain the same level of
absolute work. This exacerbates the situation and contributes toward lower exhaust
pressures and temperatures (see Chapter 6).
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